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Foreword
Spoiler alert! Right here, at the very beginning, we are revealing what makes ’This Meadow is Ours!’ the
series of events shaping environmental attitudes in Kőszeg, so outstanding. After the revelation is done,
this publication could even be shelved. But please do not do that, Dear Reader! Do not do it, because you are
no longer just a Reader, but also a solution-seeking Human who is concerned about the diversity and dignity
of life on Earth! One who is not indifferent to their environment, future, the fate of their descendants. And
what we share with you on the following pages is a wealth of experience and lessons gathered while finding
solutions. It’s worth flicking through!
So why has the programme ‘This Meadow is Ours!’ (hereinafter simply Meadow) been so successful for
thirteen years? Because it was created by and for the people of Kőszeg, in Kőszeg and about Kőszeg. Locals
to locals, from within and about the local neighbourhood. It is based on elements that the people who
live here know well, since it is their home. It’s about something they stand to lose and have a high vested
interest in. Year after year, the Meadow reveals to them how magical nature in the Kőszeg region is. And
the locals do understand what a loss it would be to allow this magic to degrade into concrete, asphalt and
buildings.
Let’s imagine for a minute that we are from Kőszeg. When we wake up in our Kőszeg homes, our heads are
probably not filled with the sad thoughts of whitening tropical coral reefs. Even the nearest such decaying
island is 12,000 kms away. Can we do anything about it? Can we save the Earth? Hardly. On the other hand,
we open the window and see the ruffling forests of the Kőszeg Mountains - or no sign of them. We smell the
grass swaying in the Lower Meadow - or the fumes of the new gas station built on it. We hear the bird choir
of the primeval park next to our house - or the commotion of the shopping centre built on its grounds. We
have an interest in what we hear, feel, see from our windows. We can do something for this small, narrow
panorama. And to do something, is our essential responsibility!
When we recognize our own responsibility, we also develop empathy with people concerned about the
green world seen from their own windows in Szombathely, Vienna or Bratislava. The global village is
connected. The seemingly distant issue of environmental protection thus becomes both a personal and
a community affair on this unimaginably large yet fragile planet. We become aware of our individual and
shared responsibility. Suddenly we seem to understand for a few moments that by protecting the Lower
Meadow in Kőszeg, we help not only the people of Kőszeg, but also the people of Szombathely, Vienna and
Bratislava to preserve diverse and dignified forms of life. The people who came up with the pioneer initiative
of Meadow thirteen years ago had already conceived this idea and that was even before the transformation
of the landscape had not yet taken such an all-encompassing extent.
In the following pages, we gather the tiny components of success, from which you – Dear Reader, can draw
inspiration to find your own meadow. We are happy to recommend all useful findings of this work for free
use and application!

Growing up with positive experiences gives a chance for a deep environmental engagement. (Photo by Zsófia Erdő-Tóth)
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1. Fundamentals
What is this booklet about?
About the environmental education event titled ‘This Meadow is Ours!’ which is run by the
Őrség National Park Directorate near Kőszeg, W-Hungary.
In 2018 the series of events titled This Meadow is Ours! became the Ecotourism experience of the year.
The event dates back thirteen years. It has proved to be a successful method with the ability to involve
significant numbers year after year from communities living in the immediate vicinity of protected areas.
Through the method people learn about the values of the protected areas and gain awareness of the
quality of life provided by these values.

What is this publication considered to be?
This is an intellectual and methodological guide, a summary.
It tries to be more than a collection of recipes. It’s a cookbook, but in addition to ingredients, it also talks
about the chefs and their experimenting spirit. For this reason, it is not merely a chapter on Materials and
Methods that we have written on the following pages, but we also tried to understand the motivations and
ideas of the originators of this series of events, their thoughts and vision for environmental education.
By listening to them, we tried to decipher the key to the success of the event, starting with the social
characteristics of the target audience, through the spirit of the place, to evaluating the feedback from
the participants.

Everything is connected. Scrabble game with the species names of the Meadow. (Photo by Dr. Ákos Klein)
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Why should I take a look?
Because to this day we are looking for solutions to effectively shaping environmental attitudes.
And in Kőszeg they have found some.
This Meadow is Ours! has accumulated a wealth of experience that may be important to environmental
educators seeking their own paths. The mission of this publication is to make the method of this event
accessible for organisations dedicated to environmental education in other locations.

Will I even have time to read all this?
It is not necessary to read it all!
The structure of the document is often similar to a Q-and-A dialogue. This may help the curious but busy
reader identify their own questions and focus on those chapters and interviews more thoroughly that
truly concern them.
The script is edited without the intention to be uniform. There are plenty of interviews, quotes and
reminiscing monologues from the creators of the event throughout the book. Perhaps these are the
most interesting parts, as they are free from project-biased vocabulary. There are also questionnaire
assessments, inventories and evaluations of psychological and group dynamics.

Is this for me at all?
We believe so!
It is for anyone who wishes to study and better understand through good practices how gentle methods
can be used to elicit public ecological commitment. It is for environmental educators, sustainability
trainers, global knowledge educators, teachers, forest school leaders, green NGOs, national parks
and municipalities. And for all those who want to do something for the environment through and with
other people.

Noteworthy good practices
In this publication, we highlight best practices in a green text box that can be thought
of as transferable to public awareness-raising events in other organisations.
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1.1 From travelogues to global education:
a bumpy road of environmental education in Hungary
Having recognized the environmental problems of the past and present centuries, we came to understand
that we must teach the rising generations to protect life on Earth. After all, a long-term solution to the
ecological and climate crisis can only be successful if the society that faces the losses and dangers is made
aware of them and is committed to its environment. Forming an attitude that is capable of changing our
ways of life is a basic condition for a liveable, just world and a sustainable society [1].
The concept of environmental education changes almost every decade. The Conference on Environmental
Education held in Tbilisi in 1977 states: “Environmental education is a process in which a generation
across the globe is brought up knowing and caring for its environment and its problems. They have the
knowledge, skills, attitudes, motivation and commitment to work individually and within the community
to solve current problems and prevent new ones. ”[9]
Based on this, the concept of environmental education is a complex form of teaching that provides not
only lexical knowledge, but a cultural framework that extends from the transfer of knowledge about the
environment to the acquisition of an environmentally friendly lifestyle. [2]
At first, environmental education meant primarily the transfer and build-up of scientific lexical
knowledge about nature. Looking back from the present, we can already see the development of how the
profession began to think about ecosystems from a moral and social point of view. The slow maturation
of eco-ethics in obscure scientific workshops appeared with long delays in social public thinking as
environmental education lagged behind embracing these new ideas.
Even in the late eighties, schoolchildren could only learn about natural phenomena that went beyond the
compulsory biology class, from reports of zoological expeditions and during after-school environmental
clubs. Accordingly, in addition to biology teachers, the transfer of this knowledge was carried out by
scientific experts such as botanists, ornithologists, and foresters. [3] One of the first continuously
operating Hungarian environmental education workshops is the Hortobágy Nature Conservation
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Research Camp, started in 1975. This research camp was the professional starting point for many experts
working in nature conservation or research today. [4]
The first vague concerns about the fauna used to be summarized as animal welfare (by that today we
mean only the ethical keeping of farm- and domestic animals). In 1982, the ecologist Prof. János Balogh
wrote a book merely about expeditions on interesting islands [5], but in 1984 he reported on dying
primeval forests [6], and in 1985 he published his book The Wounded Planet [7]. Generations grew up on
the travel accounts of Gerald Durrell and Sir David Attenborough, who were among the first authors to
draw attention to the importance of rescuing species and the diversity of natural systems (biodiversity)
beyond the exciting descriptions of procuring trips for zoos.
The spread of the dual concept of environmental protection and nature conservation has helped a lot
in classifying and raising awareness of the problems. These two concepts started to appear in the public
discourse in the ’90s. Although their exact conceptual delineation is still uncertain, this dichotomy
was good for discussing biodiversity loss (within the concept of nature conservation) separately from
the pressures of human activities, primarily on inanimate environmental components (environmental
protection). Slowly, Shannon’s diversity indices appeared on scientific posters. The issues of drinking
water, air- and soil pollution, littering came up, and then the disciplines of conservation biology, human
ecology and, a little later, restoration ecology, provided a more thorough understanding of the causes of
biodiversity loss.
Following the change of regime in Hungary in 1989, a transformation also began in the conceptual
framework of environmental education. The previously prevailing view in nature conservation, which
had claimed that the current state of nature should be secured, preferably protected from all kinds of
external influences, seemed to be wearing out. The recognition of man as a part of nature also spilled
over into environmental education. The scissors started to open slowly from then on, and by the first
decade of the 2000s, insights such as a shift from species protection to a multifaceted protection of
habitats have carved out a way for themselves. Likewise, regular monitoring of species to track changes
in biodiversity and population size over time has been gaining ground, largely due to camps dealing
with butterflies and insects and the operation of bird-ringing stations. The suspicion at the time that
both indicators were declining has now been confirmed. Schoolchildren are beginning to face diversity
loss in the classrooms and in hobby camps (PANGEA Hedgehog Camps, MME and TIT meetings), about
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which in 1993 a book under the same title was published by Professor Pál Juhász-Nagy, an ecologist of
international significance, almost a decade earlier. Around this time we were already reciting the slogan
(but in its context we hardly understood the meaning of) act locally, think globally.
The second decade of the 2000s is the period in Hungary when a significant paradigm shift begins to
appear from behind the previous, almost exclusively scientific approach. Professions concerned by the
environment began to discuss the unfavourable processes on the planet in the context of man and nature.
Till then, the sad findings (forests are covered in litter, trees are being cut down without permission,
woods are being destroyed by acid rain, the seals are being slaughtered for their fur, etc.) had always
been blamed on specific human groups of selfish interests. In comparison, a new narrative started to
emerge in environmental education which claims that it is all really a shared responsibility of humanity.
Environmental education circles began to view the social, economic and environmental phenomena in
a holistic way at last.
New vocabulary has begun to influence public thinking and has started to steer it in a direction that
develops both a sense of individual responsibility and a “we are all in the same boat” community approach.
We suddenly began to label social, economic, and environmental problems as injustice, recognizing that
all of these processes are of our own making and are directly triggered by our modern, industrialized
countries.
This is how we arrive today at the concepts of sustainability-education or global education, which now
shows a radically different viewpoint to school children on a subject area once called environmental
protection. Sustainable development, its seventeen main goals set by the United Nations, and its one
hundred and sixty-nine sub-goals thematised the diversity of topics that we should all be talking about
to the rising generations through smart pedagogical methods. Education for sustainability in school
teaching requires a dual approach. On the one hand, there is a need to teach specialized subjects,
at the same time it is essential to integrate the different topics of sustainability into all the relevant
subjects [9].
Global education may differ from the mere presentation of the sustainable development goals in that it is
supplemented with a harsh critique of democracy and capitalism. But this thought has not yet appeared
at the current developmental stage of environmental education in 2021. Just like formerly, the latest
ideas tend to show up with a phase delay in the education of children. Perhaps this is all right, because
current ecological philosophy, scientific and political thinking is characterized by seeking the right paths
and experimentation (Gábor Karátson Circle, Civil Round Table for Sustainable Development, Gyüttment
Movement, Small Community Programme, V4 Group of Sustainable Development Goals).
‘This Meadow is Ours!’ was born in this holistic educational approach. Thanks to the programme,
nowadays almost every citizen of Kőszeg knows or at least has heard of the Lower-Meadow (Alsó-rét),
and thanks to the positive experiences they have had here, many people really feel that the area belongs
to them. The long-term survival of the meadow, which is now legally protected, is ensured not only by
the law but also by the emotional attachment of the citizens of Kőszeg.
They say: This meadow is ours!
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Dear Visitors!
At this year’s event, we have installed new types of stops between the usual
stations. While at the traditional stations knowledge and thinking play a
major role, stops along the way try to touch our heart and soul.
Our new stations have no staff. Here the plants and animals of
the meadow are the helpers. They can help us find our way by listening not
only to knowledge,
but as often as possible to our feelings, our hearts and souls.
The new stations are not part of the competition, no points can be collected
here. It is up to everyone to decide whether to stop for a moment or pass by.
To rush in the race or to give oneself some time, and, in return,
to receive something different.
On this path ancient wisdom and teachings can be found, which slow
us down, tear us away from the rush of the competition. They send the
message that nature - and our own nature too - is not a competition, not
excitement and not struggle. It is much more beauty, timelessness and peace.
Reassurance and encouragement. Help. The path encourages us to notice
nature’s intention and to accept its help.
We wish everyone a nice wandering and pleasant encounters on the road!
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Graphics by Boglárka Bali

1.2 How was the idea of the Meadow born?
From the marriage of a nature park and a national park. According to the official story, the national park
initiated the engagement. And the nature park immediately said yes! The point, however, is that they
have been raising their common child together for thirteen years and are planning to continue together.

Dr. Csaba Németh

Dr. Csaba Németh, Deputy Director, Őrség National Park Directorate (Photo by Dr. Ákos Klein)

Dr. Csaba Németh is the general deputy director of the
Őrség National Park Directorate, founder of This Meadow
is Ours! community engagement event. His interest in
nature began as a child, and his love of nature is thanks to
his father. He has been ringing birds for nearly forty years
and has participated in several national bird surveys. He
completed his university studies as a forest engineer,
then obtained a doctoral degree from the University
of West Hungary, specialising in the ecology of small
mammal communities. He has been working in nature
conservation for more than twenty-five years, initially as
a ranger, project manager, and now as a deputy director.
There are many ecotourism developments linked to his
name. In 2010, he received the Pro Natura Memorial
Plaque for his work in the field of habitat reconstruction,
and in recognition of his successful fundraising and
utilization of EU funds. He spends his free time on hiking,
ornithology and equestrian sports.

“We are dedicated to the cause of nature conservation in Kőszeg. The Kőszeg Landscape Protection Area was
established in the early 1980s. The office here was built in Chernel Garden, and soon the first bird rescue
aviaries were established. In the autumn of 2006, the Őrség National Park Directorate inaugurated the
Bechtold István Nature Conservation Visitor Centre. The following year, we began to think about whether,
once we had created the opportunity for indoor exhibition here, we could also create a programme outside that
would showcase the wildlife of the area in an experiential way. The other idea that influenced our thinking
revolved around the Lower Meadow in Kőszeg. We had noticed that the majority of Kőszeg’s inhabitants did
not really know that this piece of land existed at all. They knew about the road nr. 87, the city, the railway, the
cable factory. However, what was behind all these was something people were not familiar with, did not even
know about its existence. The staff of the national park knew that there was a wonderful natural environment
behind the factory buildings, with so many values.
Looking back from the meadow towards the mountain, impressed by the view, it became clear to me that this
should not only be seen by so few of us. It would be nice to share this gorgeous meadow, this very beautiful
environment with everybody else.
Thirdly, we also realised that although not many people knew this area, those who did, were typically thinking
about turning this meadow into something else. They were speculating about investments in the area, like
expanding the factory, building a water ski slope, or placing the current lake system in the middle of the Lower
Meadow so that the Gyöngyös stream would flow through it and houses cold be built around them. These ideas
were all terrifying to us, and eventually, they made us act.
We also sensed that behind these ideas, in many cases, there was a serious lobby, that had persuaded both
local and national political leaders. Pushing these ideas back to the ground of reality and preventing that this
very beautiful and valuable area would fall victim to economic exploitation was at times a painful process.
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It was also clear that in the fight for the area we desperately lacked the strength and voices of local communities
that would stand behind us and could say: “I had such beautiful experiences in this area from my childhood,
I used to go on many walks here with my family, why should this be the subject of economic development?”
„Why are we saying that this is a useless area when it is simply not true?” As the locals did not know about the
treasures of the place, there were no such advocates. Anyhow, their voices weren’t very audible. As a result of
these findings, the national park started to buy some of the privately owned areas with money provided by the
state. Also, the lack of local support gave us the motivation to find out how to put the community on our side,
so that when yet another greenfield investment idea arises, many would object: “Not with my permission, this
is where we come to spend a great time year after year”.
Roughly, these were the impulses that around Christmas 2007 conglomerated as the baseline idea: let’s try to
take a lot of people to the Meadow, try to give them an experience. It started to become clear to us, and to prove
in practice too, that the transfer of knowledge will not be sufficient to help us with conservation. We needed
to work on the emotional side, creating experiences and good feelings about this living, breathing being, the
meadow. Lining up masses to support this effort and making it evident that we must not destroy our natural
environment became the objective. Why would we harm it? We do not ruin it because it is beautiful, we love it,
our cherished experiences come from it.
So that was what it took, and then it started to take shape: we created some kind of an obstacle-course spotted
with stations. We all went down to the meadow and started to invite the people over there!
Even within nature conservation circles it was not entirely clear whether protected areas should and could be
preserved by allowing people to closely experience the protected values. For a very long time, a kind of reserve
approach prevailed: “let’s close it, let only the ranger go there, let’s surround it with a fence and show pictures
to the public. Let the people believe that it is there, but let’s not give access! No entry, no poking, it is not yours,
you will not appreciate it anyway, no need to see it!” We felt that this was unlikely to be a good approach. Why
do we want to convince people of the significance of the Meadow when we cannot even show it?
When investors came to the Lower Meadow and we talked to them about the spring crocus, they often asked
us to show this flower to them. We said we could not because it only blooms for two weeks in a year and that is
not exactly when they came. To which they said, “We are investors, and this sounds like hogwash.” Even though
we knew it to be true, we had to admit that the average person would say: if it is so beautiful, I want to see
it! Explaining just will not cut it. So we looked for an opportunity where we could show these values and tried
to connect people to them. That is how the thinking started, and eventually something crystallized inside me
about a path we could mow in the tall grass of the meadow to connect the different stations.
I did not think we should create a competition course, putting visitors in a position of “I know more, you know
less” and resulting in winners and losers. My idea was simply that visitors walk through the meadow, they look,
try to decipher things, marvel, experience, realize the value and the beauty for themselves, and then when they
go home let the experiences settle down.
Scheduling was also an important consideration. If we create an event, it should obviously be on a remarkable
„green day”. Which remarkable „green day” is there in Kőszeg that is characteristic of the city? It is undeniably
the Day of Birds and Trees, because it started its conquest of Hungary here, in Kőszeg. The connection of
the Day of Birds and Trees to Kőszeg does not need to be explained to anyone here, not least because of its
founding father, István Chernel.”
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Noteworthy good practices
When planning the outdoor event and creating the exhibition at the Bechtold István
Nature Conservation Visitor Centre, it was important that the organizers tuned in to
the application of interactive presentation techniques through effective collective
brainstorming processes, involving external experts (MME, Patkós Studio, other
national parks). Exhibition planning is not a self-evident skillset.
The well-run exhibition at the visitor centre provided inspiration and impetus for the
organizers to further expand. These experiences were also transferrable to creating
an outdoor event. The playful elements used in the design of the visitor centre
have proved to be successful: when visitors are invited to play, one cannot go wrong!
Everyone loves to play.

Mrs. Katalin Somogyi

(retired secretary, Írottkő Nature Park Association)

Mrs. Katalin Somogyi Györgyné former secretary,
Írottkő Nature Park Association (Photo: Internet)

Mrs. Katalin Somogyi Györgyné, former secretary of
the Írottkő Nature Park Association, has been one of
the main organizers of the This Meadow is Ours! event
since its birth. She graduated from Jurisics Miklós High
School in 1979, majoring in German language. She
started a career in classical music and is still a member
of the Kőszeg Strings. In 1982, she took a certificate
in tourism. She worked for Express Youth and Student
Travel Agency and for IBUSZ. She joined Írottkő Nature
Park in 2005. Ten years ago, her work was awarded an
EU prize in Brussels (European Destinations of ExcelleNce, EDEN). Since its establishment, a total of 160
destinations in 27 countries have received the EDEN
award, which represents a strong brand in Hungary.
The project titled „Breath of the Alps - Natural Values
of the Írottkő Nature Park” won the award for The Best
Developing Ecotourism Destination in Hungary [10].
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„During my high school years, we celebrated the Day of Birds and Trees at the Moss Spring (Mohás-forrás).
I even saw Mr. István Bechtold going out to the Moss Spring for a class trip. His appearance made a great
impression on me. He was an engaging personality, a military teacher looking very spick-and-span, in breeches,
like a huntsman. This is how I first connected to the Day of Birds and Trees. Later on, during my time at the
nature park, I wanted to continue this tradition.
In 2005, when I first joined the workforce of the nature park, we had minimum staff and very little environmental
education programme. There was no personnel and no means to celebrate the Day of Birds and Trees in the
city, even though environmental education was an important point in the statutes of the association. We still
managed to develop a five-station quiz for schoolchildren downtown. The fifth station was at the Chernel
Garden together with the national park. It was a successful initiative.
Then in 2008 Dr. Csaba Németh (Őrség National Park Directorate) contacted us with the idea to celebrate this
day in partnership with the national park. He recommended a great location, the Lower Meadow in Kőszeg.
We visited the area together, which impressed me, I fell in love with the scenery and saw a black stork above
the meadow, which was also unforgettable. The meadow also gave the title of the programme: This Meadow
is Ours!
Beyond the LGT song, it was a locally affiliative name choice (LGT is a Hungarian rock band, swapping two
letters in the title of one of their hit songs gives: This Meadow is Ours!). Earlier we had a series of events
entitled This Square is Ours! when civilians were given the opportunity to perform on the Main Square
of Kőszeg on days when no musicians were playing on stage. This is how the name This Meadow is Ours!
was born.
The nature park applied for the financial support of the programme almost every year. We were able to organise
this event with the help of these little grant sources. Together with the Őrség National Park Directorate, we
won the “Ecotourism Experience of the Year 2018” award - the “Coexistence” ecotourism experience of the year
- “Experience with the locals” category [10]. “

1.3 What is the Meadow like?
Location: Kőszeg outskirts, Lower Meadow
Before you reach the city of Kőszeg, take a turn from main road nr. 87. towards
the OMV petrol station after the Gyöngyös bridge
GPS coordinates EOV X: 228688 Y: 461818 WGS X: 16 ° 33 ‘18’ ‘Y: 47 ° 22’ 30 ‘’
Date: on foot, by car, by public transport

(Dotto trackless city train during the event)

Accessibility: gyalogosan, autóval, tömegközlekedéssel

(Dotto városi gumiabroncsos kisvonat a rendezvény ideje alatt)

Organizers: Őrség National Park Directorate, Írottkő Nature Park Association

Between 2008 and 2021, the total number of visitors was approx. 8000
(1000 kindergarteners, 3000 schoolchildren, 4000 family members)
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The event is held on two consecutive days. Organised school groups arrive on the first day (Friday)
to start the quiz at pre-registered times. Saturday is a public day when the organizers accept
visitors mainly from Kőszeg and its surroundings. Participation is free.
Visitors arriving at the site can leave their vehicles in the well-designed parking lot of the factory
at 5 Cáki út. Vehicles are not allowed during the event on the Lower Meadows in order to avoid
busy traffic. Those who use the regular diesel city train (Dotto) from the centre of Kőszeg provided
by the organizers can also get off in this car park and take the returning runs. From the car park
it is a three-hundred-meter walk to the northern end of the meadow, where a large reception tent
awaits arriving visitors.
In the reception tent, the staff of the Írottkő Nature Park Association registers the arriving
school groups and families. They explain the rules of the game and dispatch the groups on a time
schedule. Classes and families participating in the quiz will receive a route-sheet (see Appendix
10.3) on which the „game masters” at each station record their points collected.
Participants embarking on a meadow walk can complete laps of various lengths and difficulties
according to their age group. For the little ones (pre-schoolers) there is a short play-circle with
four stations. These first four tents are located closest to the reception tent and, in terms of task
types, these are designed for young children. For school classes, a two-and-a-half-km long, tenstation large circle represents a complete round. In total, there are fourteen tents on the Lower
Meadow, and thus fourteen tasks that are renewed annually.
At the stations, the competitors have to solve various playful assignments that also rely on
knowledge of nature. All of these require interaction and physical activity. The games vary from
year to year, accordingly, almost one hundred and thirty games have been tested over the thirteen
years (see the list of games in the Appendices).
The walk between the stations is made even more meaningful by three elements. 1) Professional
boards related to the protection of our environment. 2) Quotes illuminating the relationship
and reconnection of man and nature from a spiritual perspective. 3) Live art performances (e.g.
students of the Kőszeg music school).
Groups completing their rounds will return to the first tent to present their route-sheet and rest.
With tiny memorabilia and a memorable walk in their hearts, they can return home.
An average of eight hundred participants show up over the two days of the event, but this high
number is spread over time and space, so no one visiting here will have a similar experience to a
mass event. For reasons of principle, food and drinks are not sold at the event, everyone takes the
garbage home in their backpacks. No power consumption is required for the event.
National park staff and volunteers assist at the stations. On Saturday evening, after the event
closes, the organisers discuss the experiences of the two days on a joint gala dinner with all the
volunteers.
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Gaining experience and learning together under the hemisphere tent. (Photo by Dr. Csaba Németh)

The location of the Lower Meadow south of the city of Kőszeg. (Source: Google Earth)
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Parking lot
Starting station (Reception tent)
Preschooler (play-) circle
Large (competition-) circle

The event from a bird’s eye view (Photo: Google Earth)
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Design of the event

5 minutes walk

Task tent

Play tent

Preschooler (play-) circle
Thought-provoking
(spiritual) boards
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Blanka Kóródi

(Ranger, Kőszeg Region)
Born in Szeged in 1977, Blanka has been living in Kőszeg
since she was just a few months old. She is strongly
connected to the city, mainly to the natural environment,
the mountain. She inherited her love of nature from her
father, a passionate forest hiker. A defining circumstance
of her life was that she was able to spend a lot of time in the
village of her maternal grandparents as a child. Here she
had the opportunity to explore wildlife around her. To this
day, she draws her momentum from these experiences.

Blanka Kóródi, ranger (Photo by Dr. Ákos Klein)

She is a teacher of biology and physical education and
is happy to prepare and hold after-school classes for
schoolchildren. Since 2003, nature conservation has
become her profession as a ranger of the Őrség National
Park Directorate. Her work has twice been awarded a
Ministerial Certificate of Merit.
From the beginning she has been among the creators of
This Meadow is Ours! Blanka considered it her task to work
out the details of the ‘meadow’ idea. She has not missed
any of the events in the thirteen years, she bears a large
part of organizing the events and comes up with new
games.
As it is the case very often with professional conservationists, her private life and work are not sharply separated: in her spare time, she mostly walks through nature,
searching for protected mushrooms, she practices yoga
and loves gardening.

What is your personal motto?
“People forget what you say and they forget what you do. The only thing they’ll remember is how you
made them feel.” (Carl William Buehner) – I organise the event based on this. That is the meadow.”
What was the original goal, mission, for which This Meadow is Ours! was created?
The key is to help people connect with nature. The intention to create tradition was also important. István
Chernel selected the Chernel Garden for the first Day of Birds and Trees event back in 1902, and this famous
day has had a special role in Kőszeg ever since.
Natural values can only be protected by introducing nature to children and making them fall in love with it. In
addition, children can influence their parents in this direction too. Therefore, it is important that the event is
open to families and it is not just an obstacle race for children.
Has the goal of This Meadow is Ours! evolved over the years, or was it crystallized already in the very
beginning?
Our main goals were formulated from the beginning, and we do not think otherwise today. On the other hand,
we are constantly striving to improve the quality, how to make the programmes more enjoyable, smoother and
more comfortable. We standardised its appearance, bought tents, and provided the staff with products with
the event’s own logo. Along with the number of visitors, we also had to increase the number of volunteers.
We have never publicly emphasized what the ‘hidden agenda’ of the Meadow is. We do our job and do not
want to tell people why they should love the meadow. I would not even like to lend my name to such direct
communication. Only implicit communication is possible, and that is what we do. With each task we do have
an ulterior motive, the games use symbols to make participants understand that the Meadow is a treasure, a
bonding, the home.
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How do you see: why is This Meadow is Ours! successful?
Astonishment, a feeling of endless freedom, the great experience of the meadow. The people of Kőszeg were
amazed at how beautiful it was. It expanded their consciousness when they realised that a meadow can give a
beautiful panorama, a great experience.
The success is proved by the fact, that many went back to the Meadow to further explore on their own even
after the event.
To us, the formation of emotional engagement is the primary goal and not the dissemination of knowledge. We
want to leave the usual framework behind. To get a little timeless, to be a little together, to pay attention to
each other, to tune in to nature. We want to give a sense of life; what it is like to be one with nature.
There is no professional discussion within the team about what the ratio should be: how much knowledge,
how much emotion. Playfulness has always been the main intention. Competition and how much the children
learned were by-products. Sensory experience and adventure is the real point. The Meadow is a feeling of life.
It is satisfactory to us to know, that participants are able to store the appearance of the bee-eater, the shape
of the red-backed shrike in visual memory. Knowledge transfer takes place indirectly. Success is guaranteed
by a well-hit ratio between entertainment and content, depth and superficiality, laziness and work, lounging,
and moving.

A family sets off on the path of the quiz (Photo by Zsófia Erdő-Tóth)

What are some - or all - the features that distinguish This Meadow is Ours! from any other outdoor awareness-raising events?
The already mentioned meadow life feeling. The charm of the venue, the perceptible world, the excitement of
the game, the joy of movement ... All this, served directly and infinitely simply, without any affectation.
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1.4 And what is the Meadow like? - The natural values of the
Lower Meadow in Kőszeg
Once a year, on the Day of Birds and Trees, a wonderful nature conservation area opens to those interested:
the Lower Meadow in Kőszeg. The meadow is located at the foot of the Kőszeg Mountains, as one of the
last relics of the meadows that were once so typical. In recent centuries, the foothills were dotted with
sweet chestnut groves and meadows. Since then, a significant portion of the chestnut trees have been
destroyed by a fungal disease, and the meadows have been destined for plowing. Despite the centurieslong human use of meadows and pastures, a vibrant community of fauna and flora has developed on
them rich in species thanks to gentle, extensive farming practices.
The remaining meadows, together with the Gyöngyös stream form part of the Natura 2000 ecological
network and cover a nature conservation area of community importance (SCI) under the name Gyöngyös
stream and the Kőszeg Lower Meadow special nature conservation area (HUON20020). The biological value
of the area is evidenced by the presence of habitats of community importance here, such as flat and hilly
hayfields or moor-grass meadows. The occurrence of the marker species dusky large blue (Maculinea
nausithous) and scarce large blue (Maculinea teleius), as well as that of the green snaketail (Ophiogomphus
cecilia) is of special nature conservation importance. There is also a significant population of the clouded
apollo butterfly (Parnassius mnemosyne) at the edge of the moist forests along the stream. Not only is
its insect world valuable, but its vertebrate fauna is also worth mentioning. Among the amphibians, the
yellow-bellied (Bombina variegata) and fire-bellied toad (Bombina bombina) are present, and the otter
(Lutra lutra) can also be found along the stream with a bit of luck. Perhaps the most important zoological
value of the area is the enigmatic corncrake (Crex crex), which regularly nests on the fields. During
the breeding season, the characteristic crack-crack sound is an indispensable element of the evening
atmosphere of the meadow.

Spring crocus (Crocus vernus subsp. albiflorus) (Photo by Blanka Kóródi)

On the eastern side of the Lower Meadow, the extensive meadows and swamp-meadows between the
watercourses and ditches are of good naturalness, and their vegetation is rich in species. In addition to
the bulbous oat grass (Arrhenatherum elatius), meadow brush grass (Alopecurus pratensis) and meadow
foxtail (Poa pratensis), there are also many field flowers such as meadow buttercup (Ranunculus acris) or
ox-eye daisy (Leucanthemum vulgare). In addition to the common species, many protected and rare plant
species find their living conditions here, such as the Siberian iris (Iris sibirica), the globeflower (Trollius
europaeus), the hairy spurge (Euphorbia villosa) or the perennial segde species (Carex cespitosa) and the
tufted sedge (Carex elata). The white-flowered subspecies of the spring crocus (Crocus albiflorus), which
blooms in spring, lives exclusively here in Hungary.
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Despite the fact that a significant part of the seminatural habitats on the foothills have been lost in
recent decades, fortunately the Lower Meadow
in Kőszeg can maintain an adequate ecological
network with the surrounding remaining habitats
as part of the Kőszeg Landscape Protection Area.
The Doroszló meadows are located next to the
‘This Meadow is Ours!’ site. The two areas have
similar histories. The Doroszló meadows used
to be species-rich pastures and meadows. With
the decline of local animal husbandry, they were
cultivated as arable land and then this wet area
was gradually abandoned. A significant portion
of it has become an impenetrable scrubland
and introduced invasive species have also
appeared. Within the framework of the KEHOP
project “Restoration of the Doroszló meadows
at the Kőszeg foothills”, the Őrség National Park
restored the former most beautiful grassland of
Kőszeghegyalja on 70 hectares with two years of
reconstruction work. With the return of extensive
animal husbandry, these grasslands are once
again in the service of maintaining biodiversity.
Lake Abért is located on the southern border of
the meadow. Its ornithological significance is that
the common rosefinch (Carpodacus erythrinus)
nest regularly only here in Hungary.

Siberian iris (Iris sibirica) (Photo by Blanka Kóródi)

Globeflower (Trollius europaeus) (Photo by Blanka Kóródi)
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2. Ingredients of success
2.1 The team
It turns out again that it all depends on human creative force. A humanistic event can only be
created by a humanistic organising team.
The carriage of the event was first pulled by five enthusiastic people in 2008. An in-depth interview was
conducted with five key players from the inventors and organisers. Each interview lasted one and a half
to two hours. Each conversation was very instructive, but the five actors highlighted some important
human factors in relation to each other, that guaranteed the success of the event. Before we explore our
findings, we relax the Reader with a game.

ACTIVITY
The names of the Hungarian pickaxe (five-in-hand
carriage) horses must be figured out, as well as to guess
which horse possessed which special role in pulling (for
example, steering, braking, turning uphill, etc.). Enter
the letters of the horses in the carriage in the boxes
below. Attention! There are only five horses, but six
choices. One of the names is not part of the five-inhand carriage.

GYEPLŐS (RIBBONS)

Role:_________________________________________________________

NYERGES (MOUNT)

Role:_________________________________________________________

RUDAS (WHEELER)

Role:_________________________________________________________

SZÉLHÁMOS (FRAUD)

Role:_________________________________________________________

OSTORHEGYES (OFF-WHEELER)

Role:_________________________________________________________

EMBERTÜLSŐ LÁNCOS (LEADER)

Role:_________________________________________________________

Solution at the bottom of the page.

The four-in-hands and eight horse hitches (four horses at the front and back) could only walk in the Great
Plain, because the roads were wide enough there. The horses in the driving configuration were arranged
behind each other on the narrow roads of Western Transdanubia. Guessing the names is not easy, we live
far removed from this world today. However, we tend to assign a cause and functionality to everything.
And it is not necessarily the case, that such a cause or function exists. Unity is strength, so in fact the
individual role of each horse can be best expressed through how they get involved in teamwork!

D, A, B, X, E, C
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What is the five-horse pickaxe like in our case? – Character-descriptions
First of all, it could easily be that by now it is not even a five-horse pickaxe, but a six, eight or ten horse
hitch. Fortunately, the original event-team is constantly expanding. There have been five people pulling
the carriage from the start. Of the five (András Bogáti, Krisztián Harsányi, Blanka Kóródi, Dr. Csaba
Németh, Katalin Somogyi Györgyné), everyone was present at the development of the event almost from
the very beginning. The five interviewees, who are the driving force behind the annual event, resonate
at similar wavelengths in many ways. This harmony has been important for the coherence and
stability of the event. Good fortune played a role by getting these people in front of the same
carriage, all pulling in the same direction.
After reviewing the in-depth interviews, we can say that everyone in the team has a humanistic approach
(humanistic = a person working to unfold the self of fellow human beings), and a bit of philosophical
tendency, but are not radical in their methods. There is no exclusivity, no stiff beliefs that would stand
in the way. They are open and sensitive to come into contact with all kinds of thoughts and at least get
familiar with them.
The organisers are self-aware and capable of self-reflection. These are perhaps among the most
precious human values. They are able to look at themselves from the outside, they can correct their
actions, they listen to reason. When leaders have the ability to self-correct it can stabilize the community,
in this case the event itself.
The organisers refrain from technocratic solutions. This means that technological innovations - and they
have popped up abundantly over the last thirteen years - are not allowed to dominate the spirit of the
event. This kind of conservatism has proved to be of the event’s benefit as the organisers have been able
to stay true to the original objectives. They did not want the event This Meadow is Ours! to convey ideas
of acquiring knowledge from home with smart tools while lying in bed. Keeping the physical connection,
presence, the real experience and sensory involvement in the foreground has been and remained of
utmost importance.
It is an experience-based, emotive approach. The faith in the importance of emotional commitment
instead of knowledge transfer has shaped the event. Regarding this every interviewee has been of the
same opinion.
There is predisposition to a high degree of cooperation, solution focus and diplomatic skills at
group level. Micromanagement is avoided. The latter means that everyone is able to delegate tasks,
to step back from functions that they invented back at the beginning, of which they were the spiritual
parent and could have remained its guardian forever. Instead, they can delegate it to someone who has
the capacity or perhaps a different vision. It can also be the result of the aforementioned self-reflection
when moving into a different role in the operation is simply desirable. Controlling everything, a selfdestructive strategy, which usually leads to the eradication of team work, is not typical here at all.
Susceptibility to experimenting with spiritual, transcendental, artistic approaches.

Noteworthy good practices
It is a very important personnel consideration - if you like: a lesson for public
administration -, that the crew of the Kőszeg office of the national park has grown in
the last decade. The staff of the national park has been able to expand - in some
cases by employing those who volunteered as students or young people at the first
Meadow events. This stability in crew size is true for the nature park, too. Perhaps it
is a specially important observation because since the change of regime in Hungary
the development of infrastructure tends not to be followed by the development of
personnel. We see more and more beautiful office buildings around containing more
and more tasks to be solved by fewer and fewer people. The increasing workload leads
to the premature fading or death of noble initiatives and burnout of the personnel. The
lesson here, is that, above all, human resources must be ensured.
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Appreciated volunteers
András Bogáti

(Vice President, Írottkő Nature Park Association)

András Bogáti, Vice President, Írottkő Nature
Park Association (Photo by Dr. Ákos Klein)

András Bogáti is a civilian nature conservationist,
tour guide, vice-president of the Írottkő Nature Park
Association, civil nature guard. He is a regular volunteer
of the Őrség National Park Directorate. As a volunteer,
he holds nature- and animal protection lectures and
workshops in schools and kindergartens. He is constantly
learning, among other things, experiential pedagogy for
children and adults living with disabilities. He is a fulltime building insulation expert. In his profession he
favours economical technologies and reduces the energy
consumption of buildings with recycled blow-in cellulose
insulation. As a civilian nature guard, he is rescuing injured
protected animals, he is a member and volunteer tour
guide of several hiking associations in Vas County. The
General Assembly of Vas County Municipality awarded
him for his activities the commemorative plaque Gyula
Gáyer and in 2019 he received the honorary distinction
of the Municipality of Kőszegt.

“I always volunteer at the event, I wouldn’t miss a single one. It feels like I am a link between the two main
organisers as I am an official at the nature park and have been volunteering for the national park for
a long time.
I am not tired at all of participating year by year. I would be offended if I wasn’t invited.
When I find out what station I’ll be working at, I always read up on that particular topic. You can’t arrive
unprepared. I take books with me, everything that can satisfy the children’s interests and questions.”
Volunteers are also part of the team. This event and the core organising team are characterised by an
exceptional volunteer culture. Whoever helps as a volunteer has always been recognised high.
It emerged from the conversations that there were two key items in the budget that always had to be
funded: the subsidized transportation of participants to the venue (hiring the Dotto train) and the
provision of volunteers during the event. It is important to recognise their work even if they contribute
just one day for the good cause. Volunteers have always been part of the gala dinner and especially
thanked. The director of the national park, together with the president of the nature park sends them a
signed letter of gratitude.

Noteworthy good practices
Finding professionally trained leaders for the stations is a difficult task. It is important
that at least one person sitting at each station understands people well, is open-minded
and can encourage visitors for active participation. Has the ability to make the players
happy, preserve and even evoke joy. An inaccurate answer should not provoke shame,
but good humour, further thinking. If needed, let us answer our own questions, just like
a good professor would do, but in such a way that the visitors feel that they were also
involved in the process of coming up with a solution.
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2.2 Additional components of success
• The team is not growth-oriented, the event itself neither. It is an enormous value for an event to be
able to consciously set the limits of its own growth. In the present case the number of visitors (around
eight hundred), the number of stations, the infrastructure and the target area of Kőszeg is considered
to be sufficient by the organisers.
• The event has remained true to its original goals. Considering nature conservation or sustainability
events in Hungary, it can be said that thirteen years of continuity is a serious achievement and great
value.
• There have been no major changes in the arrangements. The great goals and frameworks have
remained unchanged but the topic within each station and tent renews every year. This duality is very
important in the sense that whoever goes to the annual event can feel safe because they know what
to expect. The system remains the same, the content will always be new and interesting. Visitors do
not need to worry about suddenly finding themselves on a stage the next year, being forced by the
organisers to perform stunts in some awkward team competition. They are safe in the knowledge that
year after year they will be comfortable, not threatened by boredom and surrounded by novelties.
• Related to the above is that services the event does not support any services. They do not sell hot
dogs, there is no vending machine. What is it if not a subtle form of environmental education? The
organisers do not loudly advertise a “hot dog-free event”. Those who go there consume what they take
with them and carry all the garbage in their bags that they arrived with.
• Uniqueness. Nothing typical has become part of the Meadow (e.g. inflatable bouncy castle). The goal
has always been to make the Meadow unique, with no overlap with any of the usual elements of a
village day or a festival. Let the people come for what only the Lower Meadow of Kőszeg can offer! It
becomes a value in itself, it becomes irreplaceable, and it will play an important role in developing a
strong bond.
• Major failures or divisions within the group have not spoilt the atmosphere in the Meadow. There have
been minor conflicts of course, mentioned by the interviewees, but no significant „revolutionary”
situation or unresolved contradictions have ever arisen. The diplomatic sensitivity of the organisers
helped the event through all occurring contradictions so far.
• An organising team of 5-6 people is an ideal team size, among other reasons for the conflict
management mentioned above. Discussions and governance can remain effective; there are no
aimless disputes or unclear roles and responsibilities.
• A basic condition of the successful event is the long-term partnership between the Írottkő Nature
Park Association and the Őrség National Park Directorate. The two organisations reinforce each
other, everyone has a personalized role to play. The cooperation between a state institution and a
non-governmental organisation is exemplary.
• Depth and superficiality mix well in the event. An interesting remark was made during the interviews
about this: “The average nature-lover has a relatively superficial interest. They are not necessarily
interested in seeking out the Siberian iris and appreciate it as a specialty because it is protected
compared to the also beautiful, smaller flowers of the bugleweed.” We talk about superficiality in
this respect and we find that it is not worth overwhelming the visitors with unnecessary information.
But we also want to avoid draining the programme and making it shallow. This duality of depth vs.
superficiality is well reflected in the mixture of games and messages of deep ecology and spirituality
on boards.
• Ingenious games. People love to play. Games that are renewed year after year are the spirit of the
event. Brainstorming and execution of games are both done on site, at minimal cost, using a lot of
innovative materials.
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2.3 Social, regional conditions (a city of ornithologists)
Krisztián Harsányi

(Head of Department, Őrség National Park Directorate)

Krisztián Harsányi, Head of Department, Őrség
National Park Directorate (Photo ŐNPI archive)

He was born in 1982 in Kőszeg. As a child, he used to
go on walks with his father, equipped with a fishing rod
or a mushroom basket. His first encounter with nature
conservation took place in the mid-1990s, as a sixth
grader, when Dr. Csaba Németh organized a nature
conservation camp for the children of Kőszeg. He
graduated as a zoologist from the Faculty of Veterinary
Science of Szent István University. Initially he attended
the event This Meadow is Ours! as a volunteer. After a
few years of career-building in Budapest, he returned
to Kőszeg, and since 2014 he has been working as the
regional head of the Northern Vas County Region of the
Őrség National Park Directorate. His expertise is the
practical protection of birds of prey. His professional
activity was recognized in 2020 with the Pro Natura
commemorative plaque. He enjoys spending his free time
in nature with his family.

What do you think is the secret behind the success of This Meadow is Ours?
„This was not invented for anyone, but for the people of Kőszeg! Built for local people, on local opportunities,
on local traditions. All events have been successful so far. Countless good memories make me tell this, like the
time when a young woman with a stroller in the middle of the Meadow refused our offer to give her a lift in
the pouring rain because she just felt great and happy. Such feedback is so nice to receive for the organisers.
We found the right set up from the beginning. It was not an event in need of constant polishing for years, it
simply worked right away. The circumstances are very important. Kőszeg itself is important. Two generations
ago birding was not a gentleman’s fad, but a highly appreciated activity of well respected people. István
Chernel, Ottó Herman, István Bechtold, Aunt Ildikó Horváth, the Chernel Garden itself. There is a coded
openness in people. This traditional social acceptance for ornithologists is exceptional, perhaps we can say
that it differs from the Hungarian average. And that is a big situational advantage advantage!”
This Meadow is Ours! is a kőszegicum. The history of Kőszeg is such that it can be rightly called a city of
ornithologists. Birding is a civic tradition here and most of the inhabitants does not react to it like “Oh
my God, what kind of freaks are these and what is it they are doing anyways?” Nature conservation and
educational work with birds is enjoys recognition and respect. There is no need to deal with negative
stereotypes that might arise in a country town in the Great Plain when adopting a newly introduced
programme. Creating traditions is never too late! But you have to start sometime!

Noteworthy good practices
The wording of the short public invitation to the event is essential. The organisers
deliberately fill the announcement with positive messages and they try to answer
questions they think may arise in heads at first reading: there will be a path, you will not
get wet or muddy, the Dotto will transport you, you will not have to come by car. This
approach has lived up to its promise, as there have been far fewer misunderstandings
due to the inadequate flow of information so far.
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István Chernel (1865-1922) was born and lived in the town of Kőszeg. Hungarian ornithologist,
head of the Royal Hungarian Ornithological Institute, ministerial adviser, member of the Sopron
County Legislative Committee. From 1890 he took part in the bird migration observations organised
by Ottó Herman. In the same year, he became an elected member of the Preparatory Committee
of the II. International Congress of Ornithology, taking place in 1891 in Budapest, he became the
Secretary of the Committee.
He established the natural history department of the Vas County Museum, and became the first
curator of the department from 1908 to 1912. During this time, the institution developed a collection
of preparations presenting the birdlife of Vas County.
He donated his collection of gastric contents of about 2,000 preparations to the Hungarian
Ornithological Centre. In 1916, after the death of Ottó Herman, he became the head of the centre.
[11]
Ottó Herman (1835-1914) was a Hungarian naturalist, zoologist (ornithologist, ichthyologist,
arachnologist), ethnographer, archaeologist, and politician. In honour of his versatility, he was also
called the last Hungarian polyhistor and the Father of birds. He was hunting and birdwatching since
he was young. In Kőszeg, for example, he shot a stone curlew (Burhinus oedicnemus), which is a rarity
in that region, and he passed the stuffed specimen to Kálmán Chernel. He also opened a photographic
studio in Kőszeg, but shortly after he became a full-time museologist at the Transylvanian Museum
Association in Kolozsvár (today Cluj-Napoca).
István Bechtold (1927-1991) was born in Kőszeg. He was an ornithologist and falconer and carried
out his ornithological work as an amateur throughout. He mainly researched the birdlife of the
Kőszeg area but published only his most significant results. He cared for injured birds at his bird
hospital and worked as an external collaborator for the Savaria Museum in Szombathely – today this
institution keeps more than a hundred of his bird preparations. He wrote up the first annotated list
of the wildlife of the Kőszeg Landscape Protection Area.

The feeling of the Meadow. (Photo by Dr. Csaba Németh)
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2.4 Logistics, infrastructure, costs
The organisers take seriously that the event should have the smallest environmental impact.
After the two-day event, only the paths mowed in the meadow give evidence of it.
Visitors are encouraged to use the free public transport (Dotto). The area is only accessible on foot or by
bicycle. Signs draw attention to the boundaries of the protected area and the protected values. There are
no garbage containers on the paths, the litter must be taken back to the starting point or taken home.
A mobile toilet and the necessary handouts to the visitors are provided. The equipment is used for several
years. There has been no fixed site development in the meadow in connection with the event.

A rendezvény összképét meghatározó díszlet maga a májusi pompában virító 70 hektáros gyepterület. Az
egyes állomásokon felállított különleges, félgömb alakú sátrak hálózata egyszerre emelkedik ki a horizontból és illeszkedik bele a tájba. A felhasznált eszközök emberléptékűek, legtöbbször kézzel, természetes anyagokból készülnek, és újra felhasználhatók. Az egyes állomásokat például fatáblákra elhelyezett,
kézzel festett, madarakat ábrázoló vászonképek jelzik.

The city train Dotto arrives (Photo by Dr. Csaba Németh)

A Meadow Station. The station is signposted by a hand-painted image of a bird. Under the table, children waiting for their turn sit in
the meadow grass. The tent provides shade for the station leader and volunteers who are on site for two days. The activity either takes
place on the benches under the tent, or in the grass. (Photo by Zsófia Erdő-Tóth)
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The setting that defines the overall picture of the event is the 70-hectare lawn area that blooms in May.
The network of special, hemispherical tents set up at each station rises out of the horizon and fits into
the landscape at the same time. The tools used are human-scale, most often made by hand of natural
materials and are reusable. For example, each station is signposted by hand-painted canvas pictures of
birds placed on wooden boards.
The organisational tasks are divided between the staff of two institutions: the Írottkő Nature Park
Association coordinates the groups, e.g. the sequence of school classes, and the notification of the
institutions by letter. Communication with teachers is also primarily the responsibility of the Nature
Park. The building of the stations, the mowing of the footpath and the provision of the venue are the
duties of the national park

Noteworthy good practices
The organisers have set high standards. ‘Junk’ is not allowed in execution or content.
They believe in the power of unity and quality. The thoughtfulness of the organisation and the appearance give a sense of security to those who come here. Quality
is also important on all things visible (e.g. logo, round-sheet, visitor guiding boards,
large molino, uniform T-shirts, etc.). People also reconfirm this awareness: through
this they feel that it does matter how they feel here. The small details show that this is
a serious and well-founded event.

(Personal communication of Katalin Somogyi Györgyné)

“After the 3rd year, we applied for funds including preschoolers in the application. They needed help to get
to the meadow. We proposed renting a Dotto (diesel city train). The schoolchildren were able to take the
three-kilometer walk, but the kindergarteners needed the small train.”
“There were also years when we didn’t get any funds, but we still held the event. The rent of the Dotto alone
costs HUF 250,000. After this expense the provision of the volunteers was the second most important item.
We never saved money on that. Finally, there were also small gifts for the winners, conservation books, pens,
pencils, T-shirts, depending on the budget. The families also got small souvenirs. The memory is important,
it keeps the event alive until next year.”
“PaNaNet was a leap forward in terms of budget. We got open tents, benches, and we started paying attention
to the image of the event. We made four hundred badges, and, in recent years small gifts for families as
well. By now, we have the infrastructure, only transportation needs to be organised. Crafting games and the
outdoor activity toys also involves costs of raw materials, but we make a lot of them from homemade, recycled
materials. These can then be reused, for example, during Children’s Day.”
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3. Feedback
3.1 Feedback by teachers
Because This Meadow is Ours! became an integral part of the Spring programmes of the public educational institutions of Kőszeg on the occasion of the Day of Birds and Trees, it is important to find out what the
teachers think about the pedagogical benefits of the event. In September 2021, all educational institutions in Kőszeg received an online questionnaire: kindergartens, primary schools and secondary schools.
Fourteen educators from eight institutions filled in the anonymous questionnaire and shared their feedback and suggestions with the organisers.
(Bersek József Primary School, Kőszeg Evangelical High School, Technical School, Vocational School
and College, Dr. László Nagy EGYMI, Kőszegi Béri Balog Ádám Primary School, Gyöngyös-Garden Kindergarten (Gencsapáti), Dr. Tolnay Sándor Primary School (Gyöngyösfalu) St. Margaret Kindergarten, Primary School, High School and College, NYME Roth Gyula Practicing Vocational High School
and College)
Fifty-seven % of the respondents have attended the event from four to six times, 36% from seven to thirteen times, and 93% have indicated that they want to return to the event with their classes in the future.
Here are the most common answers to the question about why they took their school group to the event:
• It was the most obvious thing to do on the occasion of the Day of Birds and Trees. (10 people)
• To have fun in the pleasant environment of the meadow, among flowers, butterflies and birds.
. (12 people)
• To gain knowledge about nature (11 people)

Enjoying the afternoon snack with an ant. (Photo by Zsófia Erdő-Tóth)
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Respondents clearly indicated that the tasks were most interesting and age-appropriate for senior
students. When asked what suggestion they would have to make the programme even more captivating
for each age group, and the following answers were given:
.

• Pre-schoolers could have more interactive, visually stimulating tasks to do ina shorter
distance circuit.
• In previous years, there were popular tasks that required active participation from students
(stork nest building, olfactory and tasting tasks, listening, stream sounds, stilt walking, etc.).
• Involve live domestic animals and the nearby go-kart track.
• ‘I think the interactive tasks are very good, the children gain the most knowledge through
experience.’

Highlight your fondest memory of the event you still reminisce about to this day.
• Children dressed up, had a treasure-hunt of numerous different objects on the ground and
in the grass.
• This programme is always a special experience for me. We always spend a few hours here with the
kids working on interactive tasks, connecting with knowledgeable people, playing in good spirit.
The most memorable tends to be when practical knowledge appears in a cheerful, funny form.
For example, stork nest building, dressing up, treasure hunting.
• Stork-food seeking in the grass.
• Dressing up the children in costumes, meeting the hazel dormouse.
• Every time the children forget about themselves in the heat of the activity. For junior schoolchildren
this could be the costume tasks, search activities.
• The archaeological search activity, the cricket-grasshopper game, the bird-recognizing task.
• Kind welcome, children-cantered. Good mood, merriment.
• Interactive playful tasks e.g. where the kids get dressed up. Being able to visit the scene by Dotto.
• Generations meet - when my eighth-grade class met their former teacher who had just brought her
current class.
• I saw a globeflower for the first time.

What makes the event unique?
14 answers
14 (100%)
2 (14,3%)
6 (42,9%)
0 (0%)
9 (64,3%)
1 (7,1%)
1 (7,1%)
05

10

15

When asked how the event could evolve, most respondents (12) indicated that there was room for
improvement with the design of resting areas and benches on site, as well as with the announcement
and the transportation by the Dotto.
The teachers gave an average of 9.5 points, scoring on a scale of 10, for the whole event.
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3.2 Feedback by visitors
Twenty-three respondents submitted their feedback, with an even age distribution from 14 to 68 years
of age. Seventy % of the respondents were of active working age, 17% were retired and 9% university
students. Eighty-seven % of them claimed that they wanted to return to the event in the future. Seventeen
% attended the event 7-13 times and 52% 4-6 times.

How many times did you attend the This Meadow is Ours! event?
23 answers

52,2%

17,4%

30,4%

Kids in the moment with bubbles. (Photo by Krisztián Harsányi)
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Feedback about future development of the event included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bouncy castle, slide for children.
Sufficient numbers of resting and shading tents.
The kindergarteners may need to spend more time outside in the meadow itself.
More acknowledgement, gratification to senior students, who are the most impatient group.
Physical exercise for preschool and primary school students.
Interactive, playful tasks for the little ones as well.
More playful activities not only for kindergarteners and primary school students, but also for adults
and high school students.
• This year, the kids enjoyed birdfinding activities the most, the preschooler age group could have
more similar games.

Highlight your fondest memory of the event you still reminisce about to this day!
• Kindness of the organisers.
• To see living plants and birds in nature, that I only remembered from my studies: black stork, iris,
bee-eater. The renewed witty activities every year are great.
• Participation and agility of preschoolers.
• Recognition of bird sounds.
• Dressing up as a bird.
• Voice location of the corncrake.
• Familial, friendly behaviour of the organisers.
• When we reached podium finish with a large team of kids in
a race.
• The joy of the children I was out with.
• Involving musicians and bands was a good idea. The staff
added a lot of value as well. Their kindness, how they talked

The nature and thirteen years of existence undeniably have
made the event This Meadow is Ours! a unique environmental
education programme at national level. The three most
common characteristics mentioned by respondents that
make it special are its free attendance, the ever-renewing
activities, and the unique nature of the venue.
Sixty-one % of respondents gave the maximum of 10 points,
21% 9 points and 13% 8 points for the whole event.
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6.
THE CRACKED POT
A water bearer in India had two large pots, each hung on each end of a pole which he carried across
his neck. One of the pots had a crack in it, and while the other pot was perfect and always delivered
a full portion of water at the end of the long walk from the stream to the master’s house,
the cracked pot arrived only half full.
For a full two years this went on daily, with the bearer delivering only one and a half pots full of
water to his master’s house. Of course, the perfect pot was proud of its accomplishments, perfect to
the end for which it was made. But the poor cracked pot was ashamed of its own imperfection,
and miserable that it was able to accomplish only half of what it had been made to do.
After two years of what it perceived to be a bitter failure, it spoke to
the water bearer one day by the stream.
“I am ashamed of myself, and I want to apologize to you.”
“Why?” asked the bearer. “What are you ashamed of?”
“I have been able, for these past two years, to deliver only half my load because this crack in my side
causes water to leak out all the way back to your master’s house. Because of my flaws, you have to
do all of this work, and you don’t get full value from your efforts,” the pot said.
The water bearer felt sorry for the old cracked pot, and in his compassion he said,
“ As we return to the master’s house, I want you to notice the beautiful flowers along the path.”
Indeed, as they went up the hill, the old cracked pot took notice of the sun warming the beautiful
wild flowers on the other side of the path, and this cheered it some. But at the end of the trail,
it still felt bad because it had leaked out half its load, and so again it apologized to the bearer for
its failure.
The bearer said to the pot, “Did you notice that there were flowers only on your side of your path,
but not on the other pot’s side?”
That’s because I have always known about your flaw, and I took advantage of it.
I planted flower seeds on your side of the path, and every day while we walk back from the stream,
you’ve watered them.
For two years I have been able to pick these beautiful flowers to decorate my master’s table.
Without you being just the way you are, he would not have this beauty to grace his house,”
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Graphics by Boglárka Bali

3.3 Feedback by environmental educators
An alternative event for environmental educators was organised in the autumn (01.10.2021). At that
time, experts in environmental education (ten people) from three Transdanubian national parks and
several non-governmental organisations visited the Lower Meadow to get an insight into the features
of the programme in a four-hour workshop. The dual purpose of the meeting was to disseminate the
transferable success-features of the event and to discuss first impressions of it. The meeting took place
in magnificent late summer weather and started with the setting up of five stations of the usual circuits.
These conditions allowed participants to experience the feeling of the Meadow even in the absence of the
visiting classes and families.
The workshop was moderated by an events facilitator, familiar with the methodology of Humanistic
Cooperative Learning, who had the ability for a wide dissemination of this collaborative pedagogical
approach.
Feedback from participants included:
• The activities across the various stations do not focus on developing skills and achieving results.
Participants are guaranteed success.
• Walking through the meadow, the environment and the boards really allow participants to slow
down and rise above the everyday.
• As a piece of advice, it was suggested that wherever the walking path has a tendency to become
crowded, it is worth planning a resting station with short, self-managed activities that do not
require a supervisor.
• It was also suggested that leading the student groups sometimes could be taken over by young
guides from educators. In this way, both teachers and students temporarily uncouple, which can
lead to the release of new energies.
• The placement of signs with spiritual content between the stations is considered appropriate by the
participants. They found that if they formed a separate circle, it could easily lead to another source
of pressure to perform (“We have to look at that too, hurry!”).
• Respondents highlighted that the low budget of the programme, the low environmental impact,
and the quality of the games are exemplary. It was suggested that in addition to the publication of
the methodological handbook, it would be worthwhile to hold practical trainings for environmental
educators about the approach of the Meadow.

Noteworthy good practices
Games, which operate with skills that are not usually activated in the framework
of traditional school-education can be very useful for developing self-esteem. During
such occasions those children who frequently suffer from failure in frontal educational
settings (e.g., children with attention deficit or artistic tendencies) will also have the
opportunity to showcase their skills. Focusing on such skills and designing games
tailored to their use can be one of the future tasks to make the event as inclusive as
possible. Children experiencing a positive outcome in this way will link their successful
performance to the time spent in nature.
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4. Innovation, vision
4.1 Innovative experimentation
We must ask the question: how innovative is this event? In fact, its prime virtue is not its pioneer
innovations. Most of its components have already appeared somewhere in some forms. There are outdoor
events and obstacle races elsewhere; there have been plenty of outdoor competitions related to nature
conservation involving school classes; there have been family races etc. However, in 2008, with these
methods and spirit, the event that was just starting its journey was very fresh. The innovation of that time
has now become a feat of arms: This Meadow is Ours! has become an irreplaceable local communityshaping tradition with a history of almost a decade and a half. The fact that it had reached this point by
now is thanks to the fact that it was launched at the right time by the initiators. It is as if they had had
a hunch that in the two decades following the change of regime, the proportion of transformed habitats
carved out from nature would increase by almost one million hectares, which has become the major
threat factor for biodiversity on a landscape scale.

“This event was created primarily to save the Lower Meadow in Kőszeg from the investment
fever. We wanted to indirectly increase the sensitivities of the residents of Kőszeg towards
nature and to connect them to the area. We agreed from the beginning that we would not
shout the objective of the event from the roof-tops. We were confident that the spirituality
would permeate the participants without directly telling them: this area is irreplaceable for
all of us.”

4.1.1 Ecophilosophy, spirituality, art and nature
“People let pass all kinds of chatter unmarked. More important than sending out distress
signals is that an emotional involvement develops.”
The games at the event are, of course, all innovative. The party whistle, which can be unwound with a
foot pump and which represents a sucking mouthpart of the dog-sized model of the hummingbird hawkmoth, is an unbeatable favourite of children. Moreover, beyond playful activities, there are countless
other initiatives that are very novel. This is how a different level of ecological knowledge appears in the
meadow: ecophilosophy.

“We love pushing boundaries. Experimenting with breaking out from strict nature conservation towards moralistic, humanistic, artistic boundaries with the help of musicians and
spiritual lines of thought.”
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This too shall pass
Once, an Indian princess visited a Hindu wise man with a ring she had
received from her father. She asked him to engrave a wisdom
in the ring that comforts her in sad days, encourages her
in difficult situations, and warns her to
be careful in happy times. The guru returned the ring a few days later.
He engraved a single word in it: “this too shall pass.”
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A guest walking between stations, if not in a hurry - and that would be the goal here - can linger in front
of a board quoting a few sentences. These quotations seek to place the relationship between man and
nature outside the rational system of relations because our relationship with the natural environment
is in fact so little rational. We think of an intellectual, emotional, spiritual recharge on a trip rather
than rainwater filtering through the mould woven hyphae to reappear as clean, drinkable spring water
somewhere hundreds of kilometres away.
Where the exact place and what the right mix of these thoughts are, what their worthy form of
representation may be, is something the organisers themselves are still experimenting with. It has been
suggested that for those who really want to ‘bathe’ in the meadow, a separate spiritual circle will be built
for these two days, where they can really slow down and immerse themselves. Both symbolically and in
terms of placement, this can be an option. We can decide whether we want to go along the inner path
after the playful outer path, or not. Do we dare to submerge?
“When we go into a forest that has not been interfered with by man, our thinking mind will
see only disorder and chaos all around us. It won’t even be able to differentiate between
life (good) and death (bad) anymore since everywhere new life grows out of rotting and
decaying matter.
Only if we are still enough inside and the noise of thinking subsides can we become aware
that there is a hidden harmony here, a sacredness, a higher order in which everything has
its perfect place and could not be other than what it is and the way it is.
You cannot understand it through thought, but you can sense it when you let go of thought,
become still and alert, and don’t try to understand or explain. Only then can you be aware
of the sacredness of the forest. As soon as you sense that hidden harmony, that sacredness,
you realize you are not separate from it, and when you realize that, you become a conscious
participant in it. In this way, nature can help you become realigned with the wholeness
of life.” (Eckhart Tolle: A New Earth)

Similarly to the beauty of nature, noble music can touch the human soul (Photo by Dr. Csaba Németh)
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In addition to ecophilosophy, there have been other experiments aiming at the soul, too. Spirituality
and art evoke a similar effect from open-minded people: silence, amazement, the opportunity to
experience without thinking. This is why the organisers thought that music could play a worthy role in
the programme of the Meadow.
In some experimental years, the students of the Kőszeg music school waited behind a bush at the event
to surprise the participants with their music. The sounds of violin and flute surprised the unsuspecting
visitors. And let’s face it: we are all proud to see kids playing beautifully. For all our pessimism,
we feel there is still creative power in humanity, something we still understand from the old days.

4.1.2 Drama in the Meadow: Humanistic Cooperative Learning
…or cooperation instead of competition.
“How could the programme be renewed by shifting the focus from competition to cooperation?”
This issue has also been raised by several professionals who have been involved in the planning and
running of the event from the outset. Drama pedagogy and Humanistic Cooperative Learning (hereinafter
HCL) can provide a good basis for finding new ways. Both pedagogical systems - successfully applied in
Hungary and showing many common features - place great emphasis on teamwork, including cooperation
within small, well-designed, 3-5 person groups. In order to find „secure handrails” for thinking, it is
worth looking at some of the elements of these pedagogical systems that are important for the topic:
Philosophical Foundations: According to Gavin Bolton, the purpose of drama is “to engage basic
spiritual forces to bring about understanding among people”. Building consensus and involving
intellectual forces are also key concepts in HCL. In addition, the knowledge that can be acquired is
defined by both systems more broadly than the knowledge contents related to a school subject. If HCL
uses drama teaching - that is, it offers the group a problem embedded in a fictitious context, then, like
drama, it can deal with the social nature of knowledge in great depth.

HCL session in the Lower Meadow in 2021 with the involvement of environmental educators. (Photo by Dr. Ákos Klein)
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Learning theory basics: Drama interprets learning as a process
• of a group (non-individual),
• which is collaborative (non-competitive),
• driven by internal motivations,
• realized by activity and direct experience,
• ensuring the interpretation of information in social situations.
When educational drama is applied, the same is true for HCL, with the remark that HCL considers it
important to balance cooperative work and competition (not necessarily individual).
Knowledge hierarchy: In both systems, the connection between different experiences, contents and the
social environment are more important than knowledge disrupted from its context. Both drama and HCL
are critical, radical pedagogical systems.
Curriculum: The HCL project plan builds on the real experiential world of children, is integrated, and
emphasizes the system of relationships. The same basic features will also be the main characteristics of
a possible drama curriculum.
Methodological framework: The main elements are also the same:
• activity-based learning,
• problem solving,
• exploration through experience.
The specialty of drama, on the other hand, is that it considers dramatic activity using an “as if” situation
as its central methodological element. The toolkit allows for an extremely broad and versatile experience
in both systems.
Assessment: The main purpose of assessment in both systems is to help the teacher plan each step of the
process, the tools and procedures used, and at the same time to give students feedback on their work. The
criteria-based, continuous evaluation resulting from the cooperation of the child and the educator takes
place along both short-term and long-term goals.
In addition to the elements of the systems, the non-traditional teacher-teacher and teacher-student
relationship is noteworthy, as both are characterized by an open, critical, creative atmosphere and a high
level of cooperation, in which educators must represent democratic and humanist values. Teacher status
changes, and with it, tasks change. The teacher does not stand between the student and the curriculum as
a person who communicates and interprets the contents. Their task is to give challenges appropriate to
the given goal and group, and to provide the conditions for direct experience and information acquisition.
There is no need for external motivation for well-defined, meaningful, challenging, achievable tasks.
In addition to giving up the traditional role (and status), it is possible to create a dual pedagogical role:
within the small group, the teacher appears as a facilitator, an adult who supports joint work, and in front
of the whole group (class) as a “chair” of a meeting, who can help make joint decisions with suggestions
for progress. In drama pedagogy, the main task of the educator is to facilitate the process in order
to achieve the goal of the session [15, 17].
After this little theoretical review, the big question is of course, what and how we can use in all this.
What is it we can take out to the Meadow - to the delight of all of us. There are elements in the two
aforementioned pedagogical systems that are adaptable and worth considering. Both of them can appear
in the next programmes of This Meadow is Ours! – supporting the wholesome traditions of lifting our
spirits.
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4.2 Vision
Will the Meadow be ours next year? Yes, of course, I think so! These were the answers of all the organisers interviewed. Eight hundred people come each year to attend the event. This is 7% of the population
of Kőszeg. Could we attract 123,000 people from Budapest every year? Hardly. Maybe because a Budapest-sized metropolis is already too big to be a home.
…
“This land is home to me: for if a bush should kneel
before my feet I know its name just as it’s flower,
I know who walks the road, whither and at what hour,
I know what it might mean if reddening pain should fall
dripping some summer dusk down the lintel or the wall.”
…
(Miklós Radnóti: I know not what… Translation by Zsuzsanna Ozsváth and Frederick Turner)
The feeling of being local described by Radnóti can hardly be born in a big city that is unpredictable,
impassable, and its inhabitants barely know each other. But in a smaller settlement, the call for action
still can have an effect.
“This event also serves the purpose of making people understand what they lose if they let this
place be lost. The memories they have formed here will hopefully be preserved until old age, and
I am confident they will not allow the area to be lost. They should feel that this is theirs - just
as community pastures used to be everybody’s. Similarly, the area belongs to all of us, not in
material terms, but in terms of all the values beyond money.”
Looking to the future, the intention is to continue the event. Experimentation with spirituality, art,
ecotherapy, and cooperative humanistic pedagogical methods may mark areas for development that still
need to be shaped.
The involvement of disadvantaged children from Kőszeg through the Dr. László Nagy Unified Special
Education Methodological Institution raises a number of additional questions. How can these kids have
the most beautiful experience here? Should the organisers prepare a special day for them, where the
diversity of nature is presented in a more customized manner? Or should they come with the students
of the other schools, in an integrated way, which can also shape the sensitivity and acceptance of all
school children? Difficult issues: in any case, the consideration of these topics requires the involvement
of specialists, developmental pedagogues, and child psychologists.
Perhaps the event is also mature enough for the organisers to regularly collect feedback from visitors
in a gentle way.
There are also some unstable factors that are worth preparing for in a timely manner. What happens
if you cannot find a financial source one year? What happens if the capacity of one of the organisers is
reduced? How to ensure the continuous participation, preparation and training of volunteers? How can
the seemingly insoluble contrast between racing with time and slowing down be resolved?
And finally, a very important question for the kind and persistent Reader, who has gotten this
far in turning the pages. How to transplant the experiences, best practices and the spirit of This
Meadow is Ours! to other locations and different environments, to reach other residents of other
cities?
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Noteworthy good practices
The Meadow is a kőszegicum. It cannot be copied identically. Elsewhere there is no
Lower Meadow, with the outlines of the Kőszeg Mountains in the background. However,
there is something different everywhere! There is no settlement, without a valuable
area worth protecting. Such places can be invoked to help make the protection of green
areas important for people and leave them unbuilt. We also need to talk about the fact
that conserving green areas is not an act of possessive environmental protection for the
sake of a few small animal and plant species. It is about preserving a dignified, healthy,
high-quality life that can only be imagined if the diversity and variability of nature
survives around us.

5. Afterword
Decision makers and the wider public tend to ignore ecological concerns for decades after the first
protest calls. Warnings such as against the construction of the Danube power plant in the 1980s due to
the unbalance of aquatic ecological conditions; the overwhelming force of climate change in the early
2000s; global migration due to the ecological crisis; the erosion of the landscape that is impoverished
in its wildlife due to large-scale agriculture etc. Seemingly that is how things are. Those who call for
changes are easy to label idealists, romantics or naive, and just left alone ignored. However, time has
justified their concerns in every case mentioned above!
What is considered naivety in environmental issues today will become a missed opportunity
tomorrow.
For this reason, we should not be afraid to propose solutions to foreseeable dangers, even if these
solutions are against the spirit of the age!
This Meadow is Ours! is a prime example for all of us that the local emergence of unfavourable global
phenomena (e.g. developing green areas) can be managed by subtly nuanced solutions relying on local
people. The initiators of the Meadow took this journey well ahead of their age.
Can the development of our civilization, our culture, our prosperity, our financial security be imagined
only with further expansion? Or, will the moment come when we say: the land occupation is over. We
cannot have our cake and eat it too! We are satisfied with what we have. Can the intellectual developmental
desire of the human race and the forced industrial development of areas be separated?
We entrust finding the answer in ecophilosophy, the spiritual path, a better understanding of our
evolutionary and cultural selves, on walks on the Meadow, You, and in the common social response that
comes from our desire to improve! With unwavering hope. This Meadow is Ours!
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6. Summary – This Meadow is ours!
This handbook is designed to provide guidance and information to trainers and environmentalists who
are seeking effective approaches to environmental public engagement. The name of the event held in
W-Hungary (Kőszeg) is called ’This Meadow is ours!’. This name is representing the idea of the shared
ownership and responsibility for our common home, Earth – but in a local context.
The aim of this yearly organised event is to build strong bonds between local citizens and their proximate
natural environment. The ultimate goal of the event is to increase the number of environmentally
conscious people who will protect the green belt of their settlement from future uncontrolled greenfield
investments. The prerequisite of this green patriot attitude is the emotional engagement of the local
population.
In this methodological booklet, we describe the gentle educational approaches that seem to work well
since the beginning of this project back in 2008.
The program is held once a year in honour of the International Day of Birds and Trees (10th May). During
the two-day-long programme, the first day is dedicated to pre-schoolers and schoolchildren. The second
day of the event is open for families and groups of friends, primarily from the local area.
The venue is a 70 ha large protected meadow. The timing of the event in early May allows the participants
to enjoy the blooming biodiversity in its glory. The event uses few resources, is fully sustainable, and
does not leave any footprint on the protected site after the programme.
About 800 people visit the event every year (7% of the population of Kőszeg), and in the past 13 years
almost 8,000 visitors have turned up.
Thanks to the programme, nowadays almost every citizen of Kőszeg knows or at least has heard of this
awareness-raising communitygathering. Due to their positive experiences, many people regard the area
as their own. The long-term survival of the meadow, which is now legally protected, is ensured not only
by legislation but also by the emotional engagement of the citizens of Kőszeg. They say ’This Meadow
is ours’!

7. Zusammenfassung – Unser ist die Wiese!
Der Verein des Naturparks Írottkő (Geschriebenstein) und das Direktorat Nationalpark Őrség organisieren
und tragen seit 2008 gemeinsam die Sensibilisierungs Veranstaltung Unser ist die Wiese! (Miénk itt a
rét!) aus. Programmort ist das Grünland unter der Verwaltung des Direktorats Nationalpark Őrség, der
sogenannten „Unteren Wiese“ (Alsó-rét). Das Programm Unser ist die Wiese! wird einmal im Jahr zu
Ehren des von Kőszeg hervorgegangenen Tages der Vögel und Bäume organisiert. Für die Dauer der
Veranstaltung wird ein kürzerer und ein längerer Spazierweg von den Mitarbeitern des Nationalparks in
das Grasmeer der Wiese gemäht, entlang derer, der Wettbewerb an vierzehn Stationen ausgetragen wird.
An den Stationen können Interessierte spannende Spiele und Naturerlebnisse finden. Der erste Tag von
Unser ist die Wiese! gehört den Vorschul- und Schulkindern: die Kleinen kommen mit einem kostenlosen
Dotto zum Veranstaltungsort. Den ganzen Tag über findet ein Mannschaftswettbewerb für Schüler statt.
Der zweite Veranstaltungstag gehört den Familien und Freundeskreisen. In den 13 Jahren von Unser ist
die Wiese! kamen etwa achttausend Besucher auf die Wiese.
Ziel der Veranstaltung ist es, dass die Teilnehmer - insbesondere die Einheimischen - über die Existenz
der „Unteren Wiese“ erfahren und die wahren Werte des Naturschutzgebietes mit möglichst vielen
Sinnen erleben. Wir versuchen begreiflich zu machen, dass die Naturlandschaft das Lebenselixier für die
Qualität unseres täglichen Lebens ist.
Dank des Programms kennt mittlerweile fast jeder Bürger von Kőszeg die „Untere Wiese“ oder hat
zumindest davon gehört. Viele Menschen fühlen aufgrund der positiven Erfahrungen, die sie hier
gemacht haben, dass diese Landschaft ihr eigen ist. Das langfristige Überleben der inzwischen gesetzlich
geschützten Wiese ist nicht nur vom Recht, sondern auch durch die emotionale Verbundenheit der
Kőszeger Bürger gesichert. Sie sagen: „Unser ist die Wiese!“
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8. Appendix
8.1 This Meadow is Ours! Collection of interactive games
2008.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

The hunting stork - searching for stork food in the grass
Find us! - bird search with the naked eye from an observation point
What kind of tree is this? - tree species recognition based on features
Hand in hand with the trees – photo shooting with a fairy tale tree
Which of us is older? - marking your age on a wooden disc
Who lives on the trees? - observation of tree-dwelling organisms
How many degrees Celsius in the shade? - thermometer in the shade and in the sun
This is how big the trees ‘see’ you - from dolls placed next to a large tree, everyone chooses the one
that is as proportional to their own height as a person is to the tree. Record holding giants - size
illustration of height, diameter and root length of record holding trees
Journey to the childhood of tree-Methuselah - by walking on a path we can learn what life was like at
the time of the birth of the oldest tree living today
You can’t see it, but you recognize it? - tactile carpology
What does the Gyöngyös stream tell us? Listening to the underwater world

2009.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Build a nest! - the art of nesting, stork nest building
Jigsaw puzzle - animal puzzle
Birds of a feather! - bird recognition from feathers
What is the view from above? - Possibility to climb a tree on a rope
Birdcall - performance of a song or rhyme about nature
Play the bird! - looking from a height, find the bird food hidden in the grass (food pictures placed on
wooden boards)
7. The 10 Commandments of Hikers - How to Behave in Nature?
8. Do you know where I live? - grouping of animals according to their habitat
9. Useful waste or harmful garbage? - composting knowledge and practice
10. Help, I’m lost! - Orientation with simple methods

Build a nest! - the art of nesting (Photo by Zsófia Erdő-Tóth)
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2010.
1. Ant-ology - curiosities from the world of ants, about their role in the forest; observing a home-made
antarium
2. Tipoffs - animal trace recognition
3. Squirrel feeding - throwing the food into the nest box placed on the tree
4. Glue it yourself! - making a swallow’s nest
5. Which of us would be a smarter bird parent? - imitating birds’ food intake in a playful way
6. Tasting world - do you guess what you taste?
7. Special animals - meeting some interesting representatives of the animal kingdom
8. Life underwater - getting acquainted with the wildlife of the Gyöngyös stream (illustration with
living material)
9. Mushroom-bomb - grouping of edible and poisonous mushrooms
10. Jay Fun - Animal Sound Imitation Game
2011.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

About trees and birds - mixed letters puzzle: information about the Day of Birds and Trees
Openers! (Nyitnikék!) - identifying tits based on pictures, pairing their nesting sites
Birdwatching - Search for hidden birds with binoculars
Scent fair - identification of herbs blindfolded, based on fragrance
Runaway – dodge-ball between a predator and a prey animal
You can touch it! - identifying fruit by touch
Trees in the light of numbers - interesting things about trees and their ecological role
Hungarian domestic animals - information boards
My name in a verse - name which species the poem is about
Animal Activity - animal names are written on sticky notes, the blindly chosen animal must be
explained to teammates like in the game Charades

Birdwatching - Search for hidden birds with binoculars (Photo by Zsófia Erdő-Tóth)
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2012.
1. Poke and prod - imitation of the foraging of the red-backed shrike
2. I am at home - recognizing local plants (occurring in the Kőszeg Landscape Protection Area) from
painted wooden boards
3. Butterfly Disc - Associating butterflies with the foodplant and the caterpillar
4. Corncrake sitting in the grass… - a recorded sound must be localised in the long grass, where the
pre-made corncrake nest is located
5. Dominoes - setting up a food chain from wooden dominoes
6. Mousy - imitation of common buzzard hunting, searching for mice in the grass in buzzard costume
7. Stilt walking - small and large stilts can be tried in a white stork costume
8. Presentation of the national parks of Hungary
9. May tree - children find questions about the real Mayday tree in a bottle hanging from a decorated
may tree
10. Tune in to me! - bird sound recognition from player

Meeting the stork (Photo by Zsófia Erdő-Tóth)

2013.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Choke – Sorb tree in the 4 seasons puzzle
Pree-pruup - making bee-eater nesting cavities in a pre-set sand wall, searching for eggs
Tearing - recognition and tearing out of invasive plants (Solidago, Himalayan balsam) in the meadow
Shenanigan - A fun description of a species whispered to a teammate, then identifying the species
Target shooting - archery dressed in Native American headdress
Knock-knock! - woodpecker problems in buildings, why are they there, what can we do?
Sharpen your ears! - how much do you hear with bare ears and how much with a giant funnel?
Eco-puzzle - components of the ecological footprint, curiosities
Put it in place! - laid out on a magnetic board, place the species corresponding to the given site
(the Gyöngyös stream)
10. Bird-dwelling-bits - pairing birds with their habitat and food
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2014.
1. Tree muster - recognition of tree species from small trees planted in pots
2. Tiddley – getting acquainted with the fairy-ring mushroom (live material presentation)
3. What blooms here? - iris species puzzle, which of them occur naturally in the Kőszeg Landscape
Protection Area?
4. Voyeur - Possibility to test a spotting scope from a tent
5. Fly bird! - threats to birds - imitation of an overhead wire with ropes, creating a track that children
have to walk on so that they do not touch the ropes (bells ring when touched)
6. Point to point - pre-positioned sticks to be connected with a rope and resulting in a picture of a stork
(looking at it from a height)
7. Uncle Dormouse – find out the species based on the definitions of birds written by Otto Herman
8. Tangled - the names of the species of the year must be assembled from a set of letters on a magnetic
board
9. Tracing - recognition of wooden animal traces
10. What is rutting? - recognition of the sound of bustards among different animal sounds
Play circle:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Paw fumble - recognition of materials found in nature
What kind of bird is this? - Possibility to dress in bird costumes
That’s where the walnut rings! - nuts must be passed to a squirrel
Sniff! - recognition of herbs and fruits by smell

2015.
1. The fruit of God – basic knowledge about the hawthorn, tasting hawthorn tea
2. Hoopoe - looking for artificial insects in the grass in a hoopoe costume

Adults also love to play the role of hoopoe (Photo by Dr. Ákos Klein)
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3. Dead wood, living forest - we use stumps of different sizes to illustrate the insect world related to the
living and dead condition of each tree species

Build a tree trunk from dead wood - living forest. (Photo by Írottkő Natúrparkért Egyesület)

4. Earthly goods – basics about soil organisms, examining them under a microscope, learning the
decomposition time of garbage types
5. On a bird’s wing - illustrating wing spans with sticks, whose arm span is similar to which bird’s
wingspan?

On a bird’s wing - illustrating wing spans with sticks. (Photo by Írottkő Natúrparkért Egyesület)
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Flashing - a poem about firefly beetles to be written using certain words
Silent giants - pedunculate oak records, notable old trees
Following Chernel - commemoration of the work and versatility of István Chernel
Guess who I am! - classification of strangely named organisms into the appropriate taxon
Glass melodies - we tuned different glasses to scale, then we play any melody on them

Play circle:
1. Hoopoe - collecting food into the nest cavity in a hoopoe costume from a given area for kindergarteners
2. Flower calendar - arrange flowers (by the timeline of blossoming)
3. Shading - making shaded samples from the barks of trees
4. Squirrel task - finding a player wearing a squirrel headband, blindfolded, by following a whistle
2016.
1. What blooms here? - plant recognition, grouping according to whether it occurs in the Kőszeg
Landscape Protection Area

Plant recognition for little ones (Photo by Zsófia Erdő-Tóth)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Maze - hiding in a simulated cave dressed as a bat, escaping the dangers threatening bats
Tell me more! - whispering a funny text to your teammates, what comes out in the end?
Corncrake sitting in the grass – corncrake finding game with a little difference
Mouse pointer - you have to look for mice in the grass with binoculars, in a common buzzard costume,
from a height
In animal skin - abilities of animals, their comparison with human abilities
Special birds of the Kőszeg Mountains - presentation of 10 rare species and questions about them
Birds of a feather - recognizing bird feathers
Ho-ho-ho! - fishing in the Gyöngyös stream (with artificial fish)
Do you know the trees? - tree species recognition based on their features on wooden boards
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Play circle:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Birds of a feather - dressing up as a stork, bird feather recognition
Making plasticine animals
If I were a bat… - dressing up as a bat
He who seeks will find! - collecting natural objects from a given area

2017.
1. Wild apple - children can take as many apples from a wooden, man-sized wild apple tree as many good
answers they give to apple tree related questions
2. Egg riddles - recognizing birds’ eggs
3. Glasses - possibility to dress in a european goldfinch costume, searching for felt birds with binoculars
on the surrounding trees
4. Secret box - in a darkroom made of boxes, a mock-up jack-o’-lantern mushroom can be observed, and
cryptography must be decrypted
5. Hazelnut job - in a dormouse costume you have to go through an obstacle course and deliver the food
to the nest
6. Wheel of fortune - with the help of a man-sized wheel of fortune made of wood and plastic, you spin
questions and answer them (three sets of questions with different levels of difficulty)

The Wheel of fortune. (Photo by Íottkő Natúrparkért Egyesület)

7. Swamp - as a frog you have to cover a certain distance on water lily leaves made of timber
8. Blind map - We painted a large fabric map depicting both the Hungarian and Austrian sides of the
Kőszeg Mountains. The numbers on the map must be coupled with the appropriate information.
9. Antler battle – large, scale-proportionate, wooden stag beetles should be raised as high as possible
on a piece of wood, good answers to questions mean moving forward
10. Look who’s talking? - Recognizing animal sounds from the player
Play circle:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Goldfinch – colouring a goldfinch, filling in pre-drawn outlines
Hazelnut job - in a dormouse costume you have to go through an easier obstacle course
Eduard Eggs - presentation of eggs
Woodpecker - knocking different tree trunks, listening to the sounds they generate
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2018.
1. On celestial roads - we made bird silhouettes from black cardboard; birds need to be recognized by the
kids lying in the grass while hanging silhouettes over their heads on giant poles

Recognizing bird silhouettes (Photo by Zsófia Erdő-Tóth)

2. Gentian revue - a presentation of the diversity of gentian species that live in the Kőszeg Mountains
3. Turbo – glide on a bench: competition in snail costume, relay race

Snail race. (Photo by Őrség National Park)
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4. On Falcon Wings - an opportunity to get acquainted with a living peregrine falcon, answering a quiz

Introducing the strictly protected peregrine falcon (Photo by Blanka Kóródi)

5. Spidering - obtain food in a wasp-spider costume with swings of a pendular bowl
6. Logging - sliced logs of different tree species should be stacked correctly and the species should be
recognized
7. Patch after patch - on a magnetic board you need to assemble the species of the year from patches
8. Re-production – variation on Charades: a team member watches the strange behavior of a strange
animal on a laptop, which they then have to imitate and the teammates try to figure out the species
9. Nest-apartment - stork nest building and the demonstration of white stork feeding with a zootrope
10. Live Helicopter - Assembling a 3D dragonfly mock-up

Play circle:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Nest-apartment - stork nest building
On Falcon Wings - dressing in a peregrine falcon costume
Bird riddle - what felt birds can be seen on the branches? Recognizing species
Imagination - what would it be like to see the world through the eyes of an insect?
Colour vision of insects
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2019.
1. Delicious bits - imitating the feeding of a stilt with chopsticks and testing different wooden bird
beaks: which animal do they belong to?

Testing different wooden bird beaks: which animal do they belong to? (Photo by Zsófia Erdő-Tóth)

2. Dominoes - dominoes with mammal species occurring in the Kőszeg Mountains
3. Be ingenious! - cards with different properties must be associated with objects collected from the
environment
4. Let’s go to the beehive! – throwing objects on target; demonstration of the forage of bees
5. Image stapler - based on deciphering a secret code, you stitch an image with a cord in a coordinate
system on a wooden board with nails
6. Animal Detective - a wooden model is used to place footprints on the ground; species recognition from
the Lower Meadow
7. Being a longhorn beetle - species must be assigned to pieces of tree trunks
8. Slalom - protection of fire salamanders from traffic - spinning a car tire on a slalom track and avoiding
the pictures of salamanders placed on the ground
9. Bird Rotator - Birds and their food must be matched on a rotating magic wooden disc
10. Logico - on a wooden board you have to match the names and pictures of reptile and amphibian
species of the Kőszeg Mountains
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Play circle:
1. Salamander marionette - you can play with a marionette puppet while stories are told about salamanders
2. Archaeological - objects hidden in a sand table must be found with a brush

Archaeological - objects hidden in sand must be found with a brush (Photo by Dr. Csaba Németh)

3. Be ingenious! - cards with different properties must be associated with objects collected from the
environment, light version for kindergarteners
4. Being a longhorn beetle – dressing up in a costume as an Alpine longhorn beetle

2020 (unordinary COVID-19 version on the pasture)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Opportunity to climb into the look-out tower - questions about what we see
Paddock - what is it? funny puzzles
Wild fruit trees - species recognition from leaves and flowers
Hungarian Pied Cattle - interesting data and playful questions about the animal
Wood-pasture - what kind of wildlife is associated with the trees?
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2021. (unordinary COVID-19 version on the pasture)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Comparison of stonechat and black redstart
True-false claims in rhyme about the whitebeam
Birdwatching: Searching for plates on the bushes and trees
Did you know? - interesting data on climate change
Curiosities about the hummingbird hawk-moth, mock-up imitation of the butterfly’s feeding
Relationship between invasive plant species and natural vegetation, their grouping

The biggest fun is the moth shooting out its tongue (Photo by Zsófia Erdő-Tóth)
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8.2 Spiritual thoughts
Spiritual Thoughts 2017
1.
A beggar had been sitting by the side of a road for over thirty years. One day a stranger walked by. “Spare
some change?” mumbled the beggar, mechanically holding out his old baseball cap. “I have nothing to
give you,” said the stranger. Then he asked: “What’s that you are sitting on?” “Nothing,” replied the
beggar. “Just an old box. I have been sitting on it for as long as I can remember.” “Ever looked inside?”
asked the stranger. “No,” said the beggar. “What’s the point? There’s nothing in there.” “Have a look
inside,” insisted the stranger. The beggar managed to pry open the lid. With astonishment, disbelief,
and elation, he saw that the box was filled with gold. I am that stranger who has nothing to give you and
who is telling you to look inside. Not inside any box, as in the parable, but somewhere even closer: inside
yourself.
Eckhart Tolle, The Power of Now: A Guide to Spiritual Enlightenment
(Explanation: Nature is the stranger who has nothing to give and who urges you to look at what’s inside.
But don’t look into some kind of chest! The treasure is even closer to you: in yourself!)
2.
In the box you will find the most dangerous animal in the Meadow. Open it carefully!
(Explanation: there is a mirror in the box)
3.
This too shall pass
Once, an Indian princess visited a Hindu wise man with a ring she had received from her father. She asked
him to engrave a wisdom in the ring that comforts her in sad days, encourages her in difficult situations,
and warns her to be careful in happy times. The guru returned the ring a few days later. He engraved a
single word in it: “this too shall pass.”.
4.
The room
What is the essence of this room? The furniture, pictures, and so on are in the room, but they are not
the room. The floor, walls, and ceiling define the boundary of the room, but they are not the room either.
So what is the essence of the room? Space, of course, empty space. There would be no “room” without
it. Since space is “nothing,” we can say that what is not there is more important than what is there. So
become aware of the space that is all around you. Don’t think about it. Feel it, as it were. Pay attention to
“nothing.” As you do that, a shift in consciousness takes place inside you.
Eckhart Tolle, The Power of Now: A Guide to Spiritual Enlightenment
5.
Do you see a flower here, in the meadow suffering from nervousness or fear, sad for its fate? Certainly
not. Yet a flower sometimes grows in the swamp, sometimes in a pile of garbage, sometimes lonely,
sometimes as part of a sea of flowers, sooner or later it ceases flowering, the animals eat it off, sometimes
the wind blows, other times the sun burns it, it is affected by all the “warm front effects”, and in the
winter it freezes. It doesn’t buy a single cloth throughout its life, has no car, no house, no money, never
goes anywhere, “it just exists”. And it is not sad, and not unhappy. So learn from nature! Observe how
it perform all its “tasks” without dissatisfaction and unhappiness, and how the miracle of life unfolds
before your eyes as a result! Don’t want to be different from who you are, do what you do and “just be”.
Always remember the flowers of the meadow and your life will be better!
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6.
The Cracked Pot
EA water bearer in India had two large pots, each hung on each end of a pole which he carried across
his neck. One of the pots had a crack in it, and while the other pot was perfect and always delivered a
full portion of water at the end of the long walk from the stream to the master’s house, the cracked pot
arrived only half full.
For a full two years this went on daily, with the bearer delivering only one and a half pots full of water to
his master’s house. Of course, the perfect pot was proud of its accomplishments, perfect to the end for
which it was made. But the poor cracked pot was ashamed of its own imperfection, and miserable that it
was able to accomplish only half of what it had been made to do. After two years of what it perceived to
be a bitter failure, it spoke to the water bearer one day by the stream.
“I am ashamed of myself, and I want to apologize to you.”
“Why?” asked the bearer. “What are you ashamed of?”
“I have been able, for these past two years, to deliver only half my load because this crack in my side
causes water to leak out all the way back to your master’s house. Because of my flaws, you have to do all
of this work, and you don’t get full value from your efforts,” the pot said.
The water bearer felt sorry for the old cracked pot, and in his compassion he said, “ As we return to the
master’s house, I want you to notice the beautiful flowers along the path.”
Indeed, as they went up the hill, the old cracked pot took notice of the sun warming the beautiful wild
flowers on the other side of the path, and this cheered it some. But at the end of the trail, it still felt bad
because it had leaked out half its load, and so again it apologized to the bearer for its failure.
The bearer said to the pot, “Did you notice that there were flowers only on your side of your path, but not
on the other pot’s side?”
That’s because I have always known about your flaw, and I took advantage of it. I planted flower seeds on
your side of the path, and every day while we walk back from the stream, you’ve watered them.
For two years I have been able to pick these beautiful flowers to decorate my master’s table. Without you
being just the way you are, he would not have this beauty to grace his house,”
(This is a Zen koan. Which pot was perfect? Should we then grieve over our “imperfection”? Should we
be proud of our apparent perfection? What would have happened to the cracked pot if it hadn’t spoken
to the water bearer? What would the water bearer have lost if she/he would throw the cracked pot away?)
7.
The story of the Muddy Road and Two Monks
Two monks, Tanzan and Ekido were once traveling together down a muddy road. It was raining heavily.
Coming around a bend, they met a lovely girl, unable to cross the intersection. “Come on, girl,” said
Tanzan at once. Lifting her in his arms, he carried her over the mud. Ekido did not speak again until that
night when they reached a lodging temple. Then he no longer could restrain himself. “We monks don’t
go near females,” he told Tanzan, “especially not young and lovely ones. It is dangerous. Why did you do
that?” “I left the girl there,” said Tanzan. “Are you still carrying her?”
Nyogen Senzaki and Paul Reps: Zen Flesh, Zen Bones: A Collection of Zen and Pre-Zen Writings
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8.
“When we go into a forest that has not been interfered with by man, our thinking mind will see only
disorder and chaos all around us. It won’t even be able to differentiate between life (good) and death
(bad) anymore since everywhere new life grows out of rotting and decaying matter.
Only if we are still enough inside and the noise of thinking subsides can we become aware that there is
a hidden harmony here, a sacredness, a higher order in which everything has its perfect place and could
not be other than what it is and the way it is.
The mind is comfortable in a landscaped park because it has been planned through thought; it has
not grown organically. There is an order here that the mind can understand. In the forest, there is an
incomprehensible order that to the mind looks like chaos. It is beyond the mental categories of good and
bad. You cannot understand it through thought, but you can sense it when you let go of thought, become
still and alert, and don’t try to understand or explain. Only then can you be aware of he sacredness of the
forest. As soon as you sense that hidden harmony, that sacredness, you realize you are not separate from
it, and when you realize that, you become a conscious participant in it. In this way, nature can help you
become realigned with the wholeness of life.”
(Eckhart Tolle: A New Earth)

Spiritual Thoughts 2018
1.
“The day you teach the child the name of the bird, the child will never see that bird again. How true! The
first time the child sees that fluffy, alive, moving object, and you say to him, „Sparrow,” then tomorrow
when the child sees another fluffy, moving object similar to it he says, „Oh, sparrows. I’ve seen sparrows.
I’m bored by sparrows.”
(Anthony de Mello quoting the indian guru Krishnamurti)
2.
“I’ve lived through some terrible things in my life, some of which actually happened.”
(Mark Twain)
3.
This being human is a guest house.
Every morning a new arrival.
A joy, a depression, a meanness,
some momentary awareness comes
as an unexpected visitor.
Welcome and entertain them all!
Even if they’re a crowd of sorrows,
who violently sweep your house
empty of its furniture,
still, treat each guest honorably.
He may be clearing you out
for some new delight.
The dark thought, the shame, the malice,
meet them at the door laughing,
and invite them in.
Be grateful for whoever comes,
because each has been sent
as a guide from beyond.
(Jalal ad-Din Mohammad Rumi: The Guest House, Translated by Coleman Barks)
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4.
…and he did his work willingly and well. It was a useful job, and he knew it.
He swept his allotted streets slowly but steadily, drawing a deep breath before every step and every
stroke of the broom. Step, breathe, sweep, breathe, step, breathe, sweep. . . Every so often he would pause
a while, staring thoughtfully into the distance. And then he would begin again: step, breathe, sweep. . .
“You see, Momo,” he told her one day, “it’s like this. Sometimes, when you’ve a very long street ahead
of you, you think how terribly long it is and feel sure you’ll never get it swept.” He gazed silently into
space before continuing. “And then you start to hurry,” he went on. “You work faster and faster, and every
time you look up there seems to be just as much left to sweep as before, and you try even harder, and
you panic, and in the end you’re out of breath and have to stop - and still the street stretches away in
front of you. That’s not the way to do it.” He pondered a while. Then he said, “You must never think of
the whole street at once, understand ? You must only concentrate on the next step, the next breath, the
next stroke of the broom, and the next, and the next. Nothing else.” Again he paused for thought before
adding, “That way you enjoy your work, which is important, because then you make a good job of it. And
that’s how it ought to be.” There was another long silence. At last he went on, “And all at once, before you
know it, you find you’ve swept the whole street clean, bit by bit. What’s more, you aren’t out of breath.”
He nodded to himself. “That’s important, too,” he concluded.”
(Michael Ende: Momo - The “ars poetica” of Beppo the Street Sweeper, Translated by J. Maxwell Brownjohn)
5.
“A human being is a part of the whole, called by us “Universe,’ a part limited in time and space. He
experiences himself, his thoughts and feelings as something separated from the rest — a kind of optical
delusion of his consciousness. This delusion is a kind of prison for us, restricting us to our personal
desires and to affection for a few persons nearest to us. Our task must be to free ourselves from this
prison by widening our circle of compassion to embrace all living creatures and the whole nature in its
beauty. Nobody is able to achieve this completely, but the striving for such achievement is in itself a part
of the liberation and a foundation for inner security.””
(Excerpt from a letter by Albert Einstein, translator unknown)
6.
„What you are looking for is what is looking.”
(St. Francis of Assisi)
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8.3 Obstacle course sheet

Stations of the path
1. On celestial roads
2. Gentian revue
3. Turbo
4. On Falcon Wings
5. Spidering
6. Logging
7. Patch after patch
8. Re-production
9. Nest-apartment
10. Live Helicopter

SCORE:

Institution:
Class:
Name of team:
Email:
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8.4 List of press releases about This Meadow is Ours!
2021
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NwOknOjl7dk
https://www.visitbuk.hu/hu/program-reszletek/mienk-itt-a-ret
https://www.vaol.hu/kozelet/helyi-kozelet/mienk-itt-a-ret-milyennek-latjak-a-koszegiek-5283770/
http://www.buboscinege.hu/aktualis/2021-06-04/unnepi-nyitvatartas
https://www.tvszombathely.hu/hirek/mienk-itt-a-ret-20210604
https://beribalog.hu/galeria/mienk-itt-a-ret/
https://www.vaol.hu/kozelet/helyi-kozelet/mienk-itt-a-ret-2-4994992/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=hiraggregator

2020
http://www.naturpark.hu/hirekprogramok/hirek/detail/mienk-itt-a-legeloret-1.html
http://magyarnemzetiparkok.hu/events/event/mienk-itt-a-ret-3/
http://www.bersek.hu/bersek/aktualis/aktualis.php?id=3047
https://www.vaol.hu/kozelet/helyi-kozelet/megujulnak-a-koszeg-hegyaljai-retek-ez-a-magyarazat-3989739/

2019
http://vaskarika.hu/hirek/reszletek/17039/mienk_itt_a_ret-madarak_es_fak_napja_a_koszegi_also-reten_
maj_10/
https://www.vaol.hu/kozelet/helyi-kozelet/vetelkedo-es-csaladi-piknik-madarak-es-fak-napjan-koszegen-es-szombathelyen-3004237/

2018
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7xeMoRd-1lY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ngd561QbU3s
http://gyongyoskertovoda.hu/2018/05/12/cseperedo-mienk-itt-a-ret/
https://volksgruppen.orf.at/v2/magyarok/stories/2912030/
https://www.turistamagazin.hu/hir/kirandulni-jobb-mint-otthon-punnyadni-hetvegi-programajanlo

2017
https://www.orseginemzetipark.hu/hu/hirek/10-eve-mienk-itt-a-ret.html
http://erdeiprogramok.hu/2017/02/22/10-eve-mienk-itt-a-ret-fotopalyazat-a-koszegi-tajvedelmi-korzetben/
http://videkihalozat.eu/?event=mienk-itt-a-ret-madarak-es-fak-napja-koszegen-2

2015
http://www.koszeginfo.com/programok-esemenyek/2015-05-08/mienk-itt-a-ret-madarak-es-fak-napja-koszegen

2013
https://csepreg.hu/hu/rendezvenyek/20130510/mienk-itt-a-ret-madarak-es-fak-napja-muvhaz-346.html
https://csepregikultura.hu/hu/rendezvenyek/20130510/mienk-itt-a-ret-madarak-es-fak-napja.html

2012
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ThvLw0VKGS0

2010
https://koszeg.hu/hu/aktualis/hirek/mienk-itt-a-ret-6134.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5nSESKbkp1U
https://www.nyugat.hu/cikk/madarak_es_fak_napja_koszegen_mienk_itt_a_ret_2010

2008
https://kultura.hu/gyerek-amiben-elsok-vagyunk/
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8.5 Questionnaire - How do the citizens of Kőszeg see the
event?
1. Your name
2. Your email address
3. Your age
4. What is your occupation?
5. How many times did you participate at Ours is the meadow! events??
c 1-3 times
c 4-6 times
c 7-13 times
6..For what purpose did you visit the event?
c As a programme for the Day of Birds and Trees, this was the most obvious choice
c I take every opportunity to move my children out
c I consider it important that our family gets a deep knowledge about the narrower surroundings
of Kőszeg
c Due to rare protected species
c It was an interesting programme for a few hours on a Saturday afternoon
c If we can, we always visit this event
c To have fun in the pleasant environment provided by the meadow, among flowers, butterflies and
birds.
c To gain knowledge about nature.
c We like challenges, puzzles and competitions with my family.
c Other:
7..With how many people did you attend the event? Also, indicate how much the competition suited you
on a scale of 1-5? (1 = not at all, 5 = absolutely)
c I visited alone
c I visited with my partner
c Parents and children visited together
c We visited with a group of friends
c We visited with grandparents
8.. If you have a suggestion on how to make the programme even more captivating for each age group,
please explain it briefly here together with giving the age group!
9. How novel and exciting were the stations, tasks and games for you? (0 = nothing new for me,
10 = almost everything I met was very enjoyable)
10. .If you have been to the event before, do you plan to visit it yourself or with your family in the future?
11. .Please, highlight the best memory of the event you are fond of remembering to this day.
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12. .What makes the event unique?
c Beauty of the venue
c Closeness of the city
c Free, available to everyone
c Its for local residents
c Tasks are always new
c Other
13..What do you think, how could the event be further developed?
c Announcement, advertizing
c Transportation by small train
c Games, programmes, tasks
c More information boards
c Less text on the boards
c Resting places, design of benches, shade decks
c Other
14..Please give a general “rating” of Ours is the meadow! based on your experiences so far!
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8.6 Questionnaire - How do educators see the event?
1..Your name
2. Your email address
3. In which institution do you work?
4. What is your occupation?
5. How many times did you participate at Ours is the meadow! events?
c 1-3 times
c 4-6 times
c 7-13 times
6..For what purpose did you take a school group to the event?
c As a programme for the Day of Birds and Trees, this was the most obvious choice
c I take every opportunity to move the children out
c I consider it important that they get a deep knowledge about the narrower surroundings of Kőszeg
c Because of rare protected species
c What could be seen in the field, is related to biology education
c To have fun in the pleasant environment provided by the meadow, among flowers,
.
butterflies and birds.
c To gain knowledge about nature.
c We like group competitions, challenges and puzzles.
c Other
7.. What was the age of children you took to the event? Also indicate how appropriate the competitions
offered were for that age group on a scale of 1-5? (1 = not for them at all, 5 = specifically for that
age group)
c Kindergarten age
c Schoolchildren (grades 1-4)
c Schoolchildren (grades 5-8)
c High school students (grades 9-10)
c High school students (grades 11-12)
8. .If you have a suggestion on how to make the programme even more captivating for each age group,
please explain it briefly here together with giving the age group!
9.. How novel and exciting were the stations, tasks and games for you as an educator? (0 = nothing new
for me, 10 = almost everything I met was very enjoyable)
10..If you have been to the event before, do you plan to visit it in the future?
11. .Please, highlight the best memory of the event you are fond of remembering to this day.
12..What makes the event unique?
c Beauty of the venue
c Closeness of the city
c Free, available to everyone
c Its for local residents
c Tasks are always new
c Other
13..What do you think, how could the event be further developed?
c Announcement, advertizing
c Transportation by small train
c Games, programmes, tasks
c More information boards
c Less text on the boards
c Resting places, design of benches, shade decks
c Other
14..Please give a general “rating” of Ours is the meadow! based on your experiences so far!
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